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ASSUMES OFFICE
SEPTEMBER FIRST

MIDDLE WEST
FOR

ROOSEVELT

Mr. Jaffa Reached City Last Evening
and Spent Day Here Goes to

Denver Tomorrow.

Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, the newly
appointed Secretary of the Territory,
reached the city last evening over the
Santa Fe Central Railway and the Automobile line, and registered at the
Palace Hotel.
Later In the evening ho called on
Governor Curry and had a lengthy
consultation with the Governor. He also called on Secretary James W.
Today Mr. Jaffa spent In the
EQUAL
office of the secretary to familiarize
himself with the duties of the office as
much as this can be done in so short
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Chicago Newspaper Ascertains Sentiment in Unique Manner.

a space of time. He will not qualify
and take charge of the office until the
first of September. On that date he
will file his oath of office and relieve
Secretary James W. Raynolds of his
duties as secretary.
Tomorrow Mr. Jaffa will go to Denver, where Mrs. Jaffa and their two
daughters and young son are, and
where one of his brothers lives. He
will then return to Santa Fe In plenty
of time to carry out the plan heretofore agreed upon.
Mr. Jaffa today met the officials at
the Capitol and a good many of Santa
Fe's citizens and made a very favorHe Is of middle
able impression.
height, rather stout, of fair complexion and of pleasant countenance; quiet
In deportment
and
and dignified
speech and impresses one as a man of
strong personality and sure of himself. He is of a very kindly disposition, yet very apt to be firm and determined in the affairs of life as they
might come up, official, social, family
or business.
As to his future plans, it is likely
that the new Secretary and family
will reside at one of the hotels of the
city until arrangements for a home
can be made. This will be done as
soon as Mr. and Mrs. Jaffa become
acquainted and find a residence suitable. Mrs. Jaffa and children will re
turn with Mr. Jaffa from Denver.

Chicago, Aug, 20. Republican sentiment of the middle West is very
strong for iRoosevelt as the next President or some one who is as nearly
like him as possible,
iFor the purpose of ascertaining the
feeling in this matter, the Tribune
has made a poll of editors of Republican papers, Congressmen, legislators
and political leaders in eleven states,
These four questions were asked:
"Do you approve the progressive policies of the President?
"Do jou prefer a candidate of the
progressive school for his successor
or a man of more conservative views?
"Of the following suggested nomKnox,
Fairbanks,
ineesCannon,
Hughes or Taft, which is your first,
second and third choice?
" Have you any other candidate in
mind? If so what are the qualifica
tions that should make him standard
bearer of the 'Republican party?"
Policies.
Favor Rooseveltian
More than 1,700 answers have been
and tabulated. Of these
received
1,485 declare In favor of a progressive successor to Roosevelt, while
among the 17G who declare for a
conservative are some of the PresiThese
dent's strongest supporters.
latter explain their positions as fol- PENETRATE WILDS
lows:
OF NAVAJO COUNTRY
"No progressive other than Roosevelt, with his sanity and practical
good sense, could be safely trusted New Yorker, Accompanied by Arizona
Clergyman, Makes Difficult Trip
with his policies, therefore I prefer
in Safety. '
a conservative."
q do not think there is another
progressive SpeciaJJothe New Mexican.
Roosevelt" of the
trust
Gallup, N.M., Aug. 20: Van Qgden
school. wliom the people could
Vogt, secretary of the Presbyterian
as they trust Roosevelt." J
"A touch of conservatism from a Board of Home Mlssiefos of New York
new man might be more helpful, to City, has arrived here from an explorthe country than plunges at progress ing trip Into the Black Mountains of
main- Arizona and the most remote sections
by an administration unable to
tain itself under most circumstances of the Navajo Indian Reservation. Mr.
as the present one does."
Vogt, who is Investigating the Navajo
"A conservative, because fhere Is mission field, was accompanied on his
but one Roosevelt and an Imitator perilous journey by Rev. C. H. Bierkem-per- ,
of Ganado, Arizona, and W. J.
would lack his excellent judgment."
The overwhelming sentiment of all Black, of Fort Defiance. Chief Many
the answers is that Roosevelt should Horses of the Navajos acted as guide
be prevailed upon to again accept for the party and led them through
the wilds without mishap. The party
the nomination.
encountered many Indians who looked
Bryan Must Declare Himself.
William J. Bryan will not be per- on the face of white men for the first
mitted to be a "passive" candidate for time. Mr. Vogt was greatly pleased
the Democratic Presidential nomina- with his trip and will carry an ention. He will have to speak up if he thusiastic report to the East of this
Wnts a chance at the job. Before the mission field.
finmoeratic national committee meets
inj)ecember to fix the place and date THOREAU COUPLE
for holding tne national conveuuuu,
Mr Rrvan will be forced practically
FATALLY POISONED
to declare himself an active aspirant
for the nomination.
Santa Fe Agent and Wife Ate Canned
Beef Are Now Dying In Albuquerque Hospital.
TERRIFIC RAINS

IN M'KINLEY COUNTY
Torrent Washes Out Bridge and Two
Men Almost Drown Washouts
Tie Up Railroad.

Special to the New Mexican.

and
Gallup, N. M., Aug. 20. Heavy
storms
electrical
and
rain
destructive
have visited McKlnley County during
thn nast few days. . Sunday a bridge
was washed away three miles east of
Gallup and two men who were crossing the structure at the time barely
escaped drowning. When about midway of the structure It collapsed,
carrying men, team and wagon into
The men were
the raging torrent.
rescued with difficulty but the horses
and buggy were swept away.. The
team and wagon belonged to W. F.
Kuckenbecker, a local liveryman.
The Santa Fe Pacific Railway depots at Fort Defiance and Manuelito
are hpth in danger of being washed
away and the agents have notified the
railroad company that they will no
longer remain at their posts. Both sta
tions are situated at the mouth of
canons and are subject to cloudbursts,
Several washouts have already oc
curred on this line, delaying traffic.
Mrs. C. N. Cotton, wife of the well
known wholesaler and Navajo trader,
has returned from a month's Sojourn
at Battle Creek, Michigan, where she
..as been undergoing treatment In a
sanitarium. She returns much im
proved in health.
Mr, and Mrs. Gregory Page, of the
Page Hotel, are spending their sum'
mer vacation In California. They will
be gone two weeks or more.
Advertise

la the New Mexican.

Special to the New Mexican.
Thoreau, N. M., Aug. 20 A. S,
Brown, agent here for the Santa Fe
Pacific Railway and his wife, are in
a precarious condition the result of
ptomaine poisoning. Two days ago
they dined on canned corn beef and
were taken very sick immediately.
Dr. W. H. Burr, of Gallup, was sum
moned and has been in constant at
tendance ever since, although little
hope is held out for their recovery.
Both of the patients were taken to
the company hospital at Albuquerque
last night, accompanied by Dr. Burr
and several friends.
Mr. Brown Is also agent for the
Wells-FargExpress Company here
and both he and his wife are well
known in Gallup and Albuquerque.
o

TORRANCE PARTY
AT SALT LAKES
Special Train That Left Over Santa
Fe Central Railway Yesterday
Stops at Estancia on Return.
General J. Francis Torrance and
party of railroad officials and capital
ists who left this city yesterday in a
special train over the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway disembarked this morn
ing at Estancia on the return trip and
were 3rlven In carriages to' the famous
salt lakes a short distance from the

'
town.
The Torrance party, after its inspection of the Santa Fe Central system,
will make a trip over the route of the
proposed line of the Albuquerque
Eastern Railway from Morlarty to Albuquerque and also inspect the Hagan
coal fields, which it will tap.
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Participates in Laying of Cornerstone
of Pilgrim Memorial Monument
at Princetown Mass.
Provlucetown,
Mass., Aug. 20.
Roosevelt was today the
chief figure here at the laying of the
corner stone of the Pilgrim Memorial
Monument and delivered the address
of the occasion. The President ar
rived from Oyster Bay on a special
train, the trip being made without Incident He was greeted by a large
crowd and was given a most cordial
welcome.
In the course of his address the
President took occasion to again explain his views on the railroad and
trust questions and the proper control of corporate wealth. He said:
"It is not too much to say that the
event commemorated by the monument which we have come here to
dedicate was one of those rare events
which can in good faith be called of
world Importance. The coming hither
of the Puritan three centuries ago
shaped the destinies of this continent
and therefore profoundly affected the
destiny of the whole world. Men of
other races, the Frenchman and the
Spaniard, the Dutchman, the German,
the Scotchman and the Swede, made
settlements within what is now the
United States, during the colonial, period of our history and before the Declaration of Independence; and since
then there has been an
Immigration from Ireland and from
'wag
the mainland of Europe; but
the Englishman; who settled in Virginia and the Englishman who settled In Massachusetts who did mo; t
in shaping the lines of our national
development."
The President gradually led his remarks up to thosg matters of paramount importance which confront the
national government today. He went
deeply into the question of national
sovereignty and state's rights, and

President

over-swellin- g

Jt

said:

"The utterly changed conditions ot
our national life necessitate changes
in certain of our laws, of our governmental methods. Our federal system
of government is based upon the theory of leaving to each community, to
each State, the control over those
things which affect only its own members and which the people of the locality themselves can best grapple
with, while providing for national regulation In those matters which necessarily affect the nation a3 a whole. It
seems to me that such questions as
national sovereignty and state's rights
need to be treated not empirically or
academically, but from the standpoint
of the interests of the people as a
whole. National sovereignty is to be
upheld in so far as it means the sovereignty of the people used for the
real and ultimate good of the people;
and state's rights are to be upheld in
so far as they mean the people's'
rights. Especially is this true in deal
ing with the relations of the people r.s
a whole to the great corporations
which are the distinguishing feature
of modern business conditions.
Control of Corporate Wealth and the
Railroads.
"Experience has shown that it is
necessary to exercise a far more efficient control than at present over
the business use of those vast fortunes, chiefly corporate, which are
used (as under modern conditions
they almost invariably are) in Interstate business. When the Constitution
was created none of the conditions of
modern business existed. They are
wholly new and we must create new
agencies to deal effectively with them.
There is no objection in the minds of
this people to any man's earning any
amount of money if he does it honestly and fairly, If he gets it as the
result of special skill and enterprise,
as a reward" of ample service actually
rendered. But there is a growing determination that no man shall amass
a great fortune by special privilege,
by chicanery and wrong doing, so fur
as it Is in the power of legislation to
prevent; and that the fortune when
amassed shall not have a business use
that is antisocial. Most large corporations do a business that is not confined
to any one state. Experience has
shown that the effort to control these
corporations by more state action can
not produce wholesome results.' In
most cases such effort fails to correct

the real abuses of which the corporation Is or may be guilty ; while in other cases the effort Is apt to cause either hardship to the corporation itself,
or else hardship to neighboring states
which have not tried to grapple with
the problem In the same manner; and
of course we must be as scrupulous to
safeguard the rights of the corporations as to exact from them In return
a full measure of justice to the public.
I believe in a national incorporation
law for corporations engaged in Interstate business. I believe, furthermore,
that the need for action is most pressthose corporations
ing as regards
which, because they are common carriers, exercise a quasi-publifunction;
and which can be completely controlled, In all respects by the Federal government, by the exercise of the power
conferred under the Interstate com
merce clause, and, If necessary, uuder
the post road clause, of the Constitution. During the last few years we
have taken marked strides In advance
along the road of proper regulation of
railroad corporations; but we
; these
must not stop in the work. The national government
should exercise
over them a similar supervision and
control to that which It exercises over
national banks. We can do this only
by proceeding farther along the lines
marked out by the recent national leg- c

iilation.
What tne Sherman Law Has

,

Accom-

plished.
"In dealing with any totally new set
of conditions there must at the outset
be hesitation and experiment.
Such
has been our experience in dealing
with the enormous concentration of
capital employed in interstate business. Not only the legislatures but
the courts and the people need gradually to be educated so that they may
see what the real wrongs are and
what the real remedies. Almost every
big business concern is engaged in
interstate commerce, and such a concern must not be allowed by a dexterous shifting of position, as has
been too often the case in the past, to
escape thereby all responsibility
either to state or to nation. The
American people became firmly convinced of the need of control over
these great aggregations of capital, especially where they had a monopolistic tendency, before they became
quite clear as to the proper way of
achieving the control. Through their
representatives In Congress they tried
two remedies, which were to a large
degree, at least as interpreted by the

courts, contradictory. On the one
one hand, under the anti- - trust law the
effort was made to prohibit all combination, whether It was or was not
hurtful or beneficial to the public. On
the other hand, through the Interstate
Commerce Law a beginning was made
in exercising such supervision and
control over combinations as to prevent their doing anything harmful to
the body politic. The first law, the
Sherman law, has filled a useful place, for it bridges over the transition period until the American people shall definitely make up its mind
that it will exercise over the great
and
corporations that thorough-goinradical control which it is certain ultimately to find necessary. The principle of the Sherman law so far as It
prohibits combinations which, wheth
er because of their extent or of their
character, are harmful to the public
must always be preserved. Ultimately, and I hope with reasonable speed,
the national government must pass
laws which, while increasing the supervisory and regulatory power of the
government, also permits such useful
combinations as are made with absolute openness and as the representatives of the government may previously approve. But it will not be possible
to permit such combinations save as
the second Btage in a course of proceedings of which the first stage must
be the exercise of a far more complete
control by the national government.
"I very earnestly hope that the legislation which deals with the regulation of corporations engaged in interstate business will also deal with the
rights and interests of the wagework- g
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To Be Published by City Board of Education New Mexican Printing
Company Secures Contract.

5

b

NO. 160.

The Santa Fe Board of Education
has hud uuder consideration for some
time the Issuing of a catalogue con
taining a report of the public schools
of the city together with brief descriptions of the other local educational institutions and a short sketch of the
city Itself, Its history, scenic attractions and superiority of climate.
At Saturday's adjourned meeting a
committee was appointed consisting of
James L. Sellgman and Prof. J. A.
Wood, superintendent of the city
schools, to examine the bids submitted
for the publishing of this brochure and
the contract was awarded yesterday
afternoon to the New Mexican Printing Company. The catalogue will be
profusely Illustrated with pictures of
the various school and college buildings Including the Mary James Presbyterian Mission School for Boys,
which is now in course of construction. Professor Wood has prepared
most of the reading matter, included
in which is his last annual report
showing the advancement made in the
local public schools within recent
years.
Preparations are now being made
for the opening of school after the
summer vacation. The city schools
will be opened on Monday, September
2. All of the vacancies in the teachers' staff have been filled, so far as
the local public schools are concerned.
Miss
of Colorado
Eva Hildreth,
Springs, Colorado, was elected Saturday evening to fill the only remaining
vacancy, and she will probably be assigned to the First ward school.
Contracts for coal were awarded
Saturday evening to the Capital Coal
Yards, two carloads of mine run being ordered at $4.75 per ton, delivered
and twelve tons of screened lump at
$5.50 per ton.
S. Spitz, the jeweler who was elected to membership on the board, filling the vacancy caused by the resignation of A. C. Ireland, who removed
some months ago to Los Angeles, was
in attendance at the meeting Saturday
President T. B. Catron presided and
the other members
present were
Judge N. B. Laughlin, Charles F. Eas-le- y
and James L. Sellgman, Superintendent Wood being at his post as

INFORMATION IS
PROMPTLY GIVEN
Bureau of Commerce and Labor Wanted to Know What Inducements
New Mexico Offers.
Two weeks ago the Bureau of Commerce and Labor asked Postmaster
Paul A. F. Walter for detailed information about Industrial conditions in
New Mexico, the Inducements it offers to Immigrants and the openings
for capital, this information to be used
by the Commissioner of Immigration
in directing Immigrants from foreign
countries to the Southwest. Mr. Walter answered the questions at length
and also sent copies of the Bureau of
Immigration pamphlets on Santa Fe,
San Juan, Bernalillo, San Miguel and
other counties as well as a copy of the
Land of Sunshine, printed by the bureau. That this was appreciated Is
shown by the following letter received
today from T. V. Powderly, chief of
the division of the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization:
"Paul A. F. Wralter, Esq.'
"Postmaster, Santa Fe, N. M.:
"Sir This Is to acknowledge the receipt- of information blank properly
executed by you under date of the 12th
Instant, and to thank you, for the interest you have manifested by forwarding to this division the Interesting pamphlets on New Mexico. Respectfully,
"T. V. POWDERLY,
"Chief of Division."
'

ADDITION TO ST.
VINCENTS HOSPITAL
New Building Containing Modern Operating Department to Be Erected Next Year.
It is now an assured fact that a
modern brick building will be erected
next year as an addition to St. Vincent's Hospital.
The new structure
will take the place of the one which
was destroyed by fire ten or twelve
years ago and was not rebuilt. The
estimated cost is placed at between $50,
000 and $60,000. Mother Blanche, who
is at the head of the order of Sisters
of Charity, which has charge of the
hospital in addition to the St. Vincent's
Sanitarium and Orphanage, Is expected lo be here some time in October.
She Is coming to this city for the purpose of conferring with the members
of the sisterhood here regarding the
hospital addition preparatory to havpreing plans and specifications
pared.
A feature of the new building will be
a modern operating department which
will contain about five rooms and be
thoroughly sanitary and germ proof.
Every known convenience will be installed for the care and comfort of the

patients.

LEffiMBIT
New York Hears

Report to That
Effect.
HIS

USEFULNESS

ENDS

President Disgusted With
Actions of Attorney

General.
New York, Aug. 20. The Journal of
Commerce today published a story regarding the possible retirement of Attorney General Bonaparte from the
cabinet. It says:
"According to important interests In
this city very close to the national administration the usefulness of Attorney General Bonaparte as a member
of President Roosevelt's cabinet has
culminated. It is not expected that an
immediate retirement will result, for
such action might be construed as a
sign of weakening the President's antitrust pulley, a roust ruction which
would be particularly distasteful to
President Roosevelt, since not the
slightest justification exists for it, but
there is not any question according to
excellent information that the President is not only not in sympathy with
the recent flippant and undignified attitude and at least doubtful legal procedure displayed by the Attorney General, but is In all respects opposed to
them."
The attorney general's policy the
paper says is understood to be condemned by all the President's most
trusted advisers and it adds there is
excellent reason to believe that some
important changes in the cabinet
would constitute a protest against the
executive endorsement of Bonaparte's
program. Secretary Root, the paper
declares, has expressed a strong criticism of It, while Assistant Secretary
of State Bacon is also entirely out of
sympathy with it.

EXPLORING ANCIENT
CLIFF DWELLINGS
Professor Hewett and Party Begin
cavations In Great Communal
House of Puye.

Ex-

Professor Edgar L. Hewitt, of Washington, D. C, an authority on the
archaeology and ethnology of the
Southwest, has commenced the work
of exploring and excavating the Cliff
Dwellings In Pajarlto Park, thirty
miles west of this city. He has a
force of six students with him, and the
first excavations will take place in the
great communal house of Puye, which
it is believed contains between five
and six hundred rooms. This work
is to be prosecuted under the auspices' of the Archaeological Society of
America. Indians from the nearby
Pueblo of Santa Clara will be employed by Professor Hewett in doing
the digging and shoveling necessary.
Every object found will be carefully
stored away, and if of archaeological
value will be preserved
and finally
disposed of In accordance with Instructions from the Secretary of the Interior, and the officials of the Archaeological Society.
Professor Hewett and party will be
engaged in this work, It is believed,
until winter sets In.

ROSWELL HAVING
ITS HANDS FULL
Three Meetings Will Convene In That
City Tomorrow and Visitors Will
Be Royally Entertained.
Roswell will have Its hands full tomorrow entertaining a large number
of visitors but it goes without the
saying that the business men and citizens generally of the thriving metropolis of the Pecos Valley will rise to
the occasion gracefully.
First and
foremost of the three gatherings
scheduled to convene there tomorrow
is the annual convention of the New
to attend
Mexico Bar Association
which a delegation of legal lights from
Santa Fe left this afternoon via the
Santa Fe Central Railway to Torrance
from when the remainder of the trip
will be made In automobiles.
The
other two gatherings to be held there
tomorrow are the annual session of
the Pecos Valley (Press Association
which is composed of newspaper publishers and editors and the quarterly
meeting of the Territorial Bureau of
Governor
Immigration.
Curry expected to be in Roswell to participate in all three events but is compelled to forego the pleasure of the
trip owing to press of official busi'..
ness.
Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.
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The New Mexican is the oldest n ewspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
Attorney at Law.
The International Paper Company is
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
every postoff ice in the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation
the latest trust to appear on the tapis.
United States District Attorney.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
It is to have a capital of $50,000,000
and the paper mills in the central and
A. W. POLLARD,
north central States are to be emAttorney at Law.
braced In it. Presumably half of the
District Attorney. Luna Countv.
stock will be water, and the news- Deming
.
New Mexico,
papers and the people are to be
SANTA FE RAILWAY SYSTEM AND THE CITY OF
SANTA FE.
The great Santa Fe Railway System
is to be extended in Texas and Louisiana and is to be made still greater
than now. Its growth is almost beyond compare and has held up with
the great increase In population and
in wealth of the Southwest, especially
Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California. According to reports the latest extension is to be
built from Texico, New Mexico, to
Iirownwood, Texas, a survey of which
has been completed and grading operations are about to begin. The
length of this extension will be 350
miles. For most of the way the country is level, and no heavy construction work will be encountered. It will
take about two years to complete the
line. The extension will connect with
the Gulf division of the system at
Brownwood and with the new transcontinental line at Texico, and will form
a connecting link in a new transcontinental link from Galveston and Beaumont and the Pacific coast. Ultimately the line may be extended to New
Orleans.
Considering the immensity of this
system and that the leading words in
its corporation name are "Santa Fe,"
it is certainly more than passing
strange that so little attention has
been paid by the management of the
road to the city from which it derives
its principal name and which was evidently one to conjure with. For the
increase in mileage, in business, in extension and in railroad and commercial importance of the small road that
was incorporated thirty-fiv- e
years ago
as the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway Company certainly reads like
a romance of the highest rate. Yet
while many of the towns and cities
along the line of the road, especially
in Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona
have received great benefits in fine
railroad depots and magnificent hotels,
and the best service given them, the
city of Santa Fe has been treated with
much worse than neglect and given
the cold shoulder.
With proper advertising, with better train service, with a handsome
railroad depot in this city and at Lamy
and with better accommodations for
tourists and travelers In the shape of
a first class modern hotel here, this
city, taking into consideration its
grand climate, the best all the year
around on the American continent, its
many historic, archaeological and ethnological attractions and the magnificent scenery surrounding it in every
direction, could and would be made
one of the greatest resorts for tourists, for travelers, for people in search
of rest and recreation, for health seekers and for scientists.
The expenditures that would be
necessary, considering those made by
the road in many places for depots
and hotels In recent years, and at
which places there can be found no
attractions of the kind described compared with those of this city, would be
very small indeed. The road today Is
spending millions of dollars on betteron extenments, on improvements,
sions, on new railroad depots, on station hotels and the like, and should
do what is right and fair by this city.
The New Mexican grudges no other
town in this section the benefits it has
received and is receiving from the
Santa Fe Railway System; quite the
reverse; it wishes that there were
more and more such given them right
along. At the same time this paper
feels constrained and it believes this
is the proper time to call the attention of the management of the road
to this, to Santa Fe, uppermost subject. That favorable consideration of
the ideas advanced by the New Mexican in the matter and carrying them
Into fact and existence would in due
course of time prove highly beneficial
to all concerned and would prove of
great monetary value to the road, this
paper fully believes and does not hesitate to say. This matter Is earnestly
called to the attention of the Santa
Fe Railway authorities and the New
Mexican 'hopes and trusts that they
will not be long In investigating the
projects above detailed, considering
them favorably and carrying them Into
effect.
THE

STRAIGHT TO THE POINT.
Referring to the expressions in the
speech delivered by Attorney General
Albert B. Fall on the occasion of the
Inauguration of Captain George Curry
as ' Governor of New Mexico and the
opinion expressed therein by the Albuquerque morning sheet, the Las

Vegas Optic speaks out editorially
very manfully and to the point.
In one point in this editorial the
New Mexican is compelled to differ
with its Meadow City contemporary,
because this paper is most vitally interested. It may not be quite as unprejudiced as the Optic, but it is fair and
right that, its position should be better explained.
The New Mexican,
during the fake reform movement in
New Mexico, of which the Albuquerque morning sheet was the chief exponent, simply fought the devil with
fire, because there was no other way
to fight him. You cannot extinguish
flames of an oil well by pouring a
few buckets of water into it. The only
successful way to do this is to smother the flames with such powerful
agencie as are at your command.
This had to be done in the case at issue and was done by this paper on
behalf of the people of the Territory,
the Republican party, its leaders and
principal men, its friends and itself.
The editorial opinion of the Optic is
strong, readable and timely, and hence
with the above correction, the New
Mexican cheerfully
it.
reproduces
Says the Optic:
'The Albuquerque Journal cannot
understand the difference between a
politician and a statesman and therefore cannot comprehend how Judge
Fall could criticize the action of the
government in sending special agents
from Washington to meddle with New
Mexico's private affairs and at the
same time expect to be attorney general for the Territory.
When the
manager of the Journal wanted a
place at the pie counter for himself
and one of his men, he groveled in the
dust at the feet of Hagerman and
shouted his approval of every fool
mistake the boy Governor made. Of
course that was the proper way to get
a job under Hagerman and the Journal folks landed in nice, fat berths.
But the price they paid must have
robbed them of any manhood they
ever possessed.
Their action shows
the cheap, hungry politician.
"Judge Fall is a statesman. He
loves his country above all the patrimony an administration can dispense.
Under the former administration the
people were eager to have somebody
from anywhere come to the Territory
and straighten out the affairs of state
and no one seemed to care from where
he came. But things have changed.
Governor Curry hao assumed the
He is a man
reins of government.
of ability and absolute integrity, and
will do the things that need being
done. To keep a lot of department
clerks out here now is an implied reflection ' upon his ability to do the
things President Roosevelt sent him
here to do.
Judge Fall 'is to take
charge of the law department under
Governor Curry and he is capable of
prosecuting all offenders under the
law and he will do so. He was absolutely right In resenting the presence
of thes youths from Washington and
he has the commendation of every
fair minded citizen of the territory.
We are tired of carpet-bagger"What he said about the newspapers
was painfully true. The Optic has several times urged the Journal and New
Mexican to drop their personal abuse.
It does injury to the people of the
Territory. Especially does it do injury when it comes from the head of
our bureau of immigration.
Every
man, woman and child In New Mexico
will be pleased to have relief from
the newspaper abuse to which they
have been treated."
PROTECTION OF HOME INDUS
TRIES THE BEST.
The Santa Fe Board of Education
has concluded to publish an illustraton the educational
ed catalogue
system of this city, which is also to
contain descriptive matter concerning
the location, the resources, the climate, the scenic attractions and history of the city. This Is a move in
the right direction, which must prove
of benefit to all concerned, especially
if the brochure
shall receive right
distribution and proper circulation.
The contract was awarded to the New
Mexican Printing Company as being
the lowest bidder. That the work can
be done in this city more satisfactorily
and better from every standpoint, especially In proof reading and arrangement, is an established fact. In this
respect it is well to remember that
Industries,
protection of the home
home business concerns, and the recognition of home merchants is the best
policy and the surest for the upbuilding of a place, large or small. It Is
high time that this business maxim
were fully recognized In this city.

squeezed to pay heavy dividends on
it. A few months ago it was announced that one paper trust was
"busted" by the action of the Department of Justice, although no decrease
in the price of paper has been apparent. Now another paper trust Is being formed. More and more through
work on the part of the Department of
Justice In the paper trust busting
line is evidently needed.

BON HAM & WADE,

Attorneys at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.

Referring to the charges of corruption and" dishonesty in Territorial affairs made by the fake reform yellow
sheets, the Pecos Valley News, published at Artesia, hits the nail on the
head in the following:
"All that has hurt New Mexico has
been the unsupported, unwarranted
and vicious attacks made upon our
public men by the Record, the Morning Journal and a few lesser lights.
Notwithstanding all the splutter made
by the "mud slingers," not one accusation has been sustained by Investigation. Bah! Either put up orshut
up."

the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
In

Santa Fe

New Mexico.
A.

Practices
trict Courts.

John D. Rockefeller believes in regood for evil. Despite the
fines of over $29,000,000 inflicted on
the Standard Oil Company by a Unite.l
States judge with the swelled head in
Chicago, Mr. Rockefeller kindly ad
vises the masses of the people of the
United States how to become happy,
healthy and wealthy. Now, if the dear
people do not take this advice it will
be their own fault.

OF SANTA

BAJI
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The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI

A. HUGHES, Vice

Capital 8tock

11

President.

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

Surplus and Undivided Profits

,000.

Transacts a general banking business

In all Its

183,600.

branches.

Loans

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Ml-ater-

Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets fur

security'

and

Buys and sella domestic

Its customers.

foreign

and

exchnnge

makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of tho civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given

by

Interest allowed

agency, publlo or private.

any
on

transmitting

money

time deposits at the

rate of three per cent per annum, on a six months' or year's ter
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock

n.

and products.

alms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety

rei.

posit boxes for

conDe-

The patronage of the publlo Is 'espectfully

B. RENEHAN,
In

the Supreme and Dis
Mining and Land Law
Office In Catron Block,

a Specialty.
Santa Fe, N. M.

THE PALME HOTEL

CHAS. F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

Santa Fe
New Mexico...
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

GEORGE B. BARBER,
The Albuquerque Good Government
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
League and the fake reform gang In Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
New Mexico should hurry and elect as
Practice In the District Court and
a member the man who started tlie Supreme Courts of the
Territory.
story of the Kentucky cow which carPrompt Attention Given to All
ried a watch In her left lung for six
Business.
years and kept it going by winding
it up with her breathing. This man
FRANK W. CLANCY,
should also immediately receive a high
Attorney at Law.
salaried position on the staff of the District
Attorney for Second Judicial
New "Mexican's more or less esteemed
District.
Albuquerque morning contemporary.
Practices In the District Court and
No time should be lost.
he Supreme Court of the Terrltorv:
also before the United States Supreme
Tho confidence expressed by the re- Court in Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
spectable newspapers of New Mexico
that Governor Curry will give this
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Territory a first class, efficient and
honest administration Is universal,
Notary Public.
and It Is a fact that these newspapers
Office with the New Mexican Print
voice the honest sentiment of the vast ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
majority of the people of the Sunshine
ROMAN L. BACA,
Territory. Out of GO.OOO voters there
must be some fake reformers and
Real Estate and Mines.
some silly busybodies who will disaSpanish Translator, Notary Public.
Office Griffin
Bids.. Washineton
gree, but this proportion is so insignificant that no attention need be given Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
it.

turning

TrjE FIRST JVATI0JJAL

The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney, at Law.

Practices

AUGUST 20, 1907.

TUESDAY,

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
'
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
'Phone 156.
p. n.

0

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cclsloe and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
0

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

'
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5.1

1
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Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Pree the Bntton we do the rest.
American and European

2-- 5

2

H.

B.

HOLT,

Attorney at Law.

Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Practices In the District Courts as
Peanuts are becoming quite an im well as before
the Suprem- Court of
portant crop In Southern California. the
Territory.
Even the scientists of the State are
boosting the unobtrusive goobers. One
CONY T. BROWN,
of the learned professors over there
Mining Engineer.
has just announced that a dime's
worth of peanuts contains as much Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
school of Mines.
nourishment as three pounds of por8ocorro
New Mexico.
terhouse steak costing $1. Now "don't"
all eat anything but peanuts.

GOB0HBD0HOTELHHD GBFE

-

CORBET & 8MYTHE,
Darwin's theory that men were des- Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
cended from monkeys is not borne out
Assaying and General Contracting.
in New Mexico. Judging by recent deU. 3. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
nunciations of and libels on New Mex- East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
ico and some of its leading citizens,
the fellows in this business are evi
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
dently from venomous snakes and
The Boa Ton Lunch Counter has
probably Gila monsters. At least they been repulnted, and refurnished, and
seem to have no more conscience and is now one of the beBt
in Ihe Terridecency than these reptiles.
tory. They handle everything in the
eating line from both eastern an'J
Governor Vardaman of the sov western markets. A call will convince
ereign State of Mississippi is dissatis'An that thy know the boilneaa.
fied with the results of the recent pri
maries in that State, in which Con
(Homestead Entry jno. V143.)
gressman John Sharp Williams se
of the Interior,
Department
cured a majority of votes for the Unit
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
ed States Senate. Nobody expected
August 19, 1907.
Governor to be satisthe
Notice Is hereby given that Pulidor
fied with the results. Therefore there
Ollvas, of Cuba, N. M., has filed nocan be no controversy.
tice of his Intention to make final five
in support of his claim, viz:
A taxpayer, and good citizen of year proof
Homestead entry No. 7143, made July
Santa Fe called at the editorial office
NE 4 section
28, 1902, for the N
of the New Mexican today and
section 22, Township
27, W 2 SE
made the suggestion that a better and 21
N, Range 2 E, and that said proof
more efficient city administration was
will be made before H. W. S. Otero,
the need of the hour. He found that
United States court commissioner, at
every employe of the office agreed
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
with hira. Explanations are not
-

THE BEST

PUCE IN

TOWN

TO GET A GOOD MEAL.

You Have Not Taken a Meal at The (Corona do) it
Not Join These People.
Will Pay to Do

If

so--W-

GOOD

hy

ROOMS WITH ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES.

Short orders upon short notice. We cater to the appetites of our
customers.

COME,

COMB,

COME.

.
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jijllMD

G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

fire-eatin- g
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BER6EHE

IlISUBHIIBE

GENERAL AGENT

QSEJIGY

GOmPOHV

FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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1907.

He names the following witnesses
to
prove his continuous residence upon
are
farmers
The Kansas
still in
luck. The State Journal of Topeka and cultivation of the land, viz:
Esplridlon Ollvas, of Coyote, N. M.,
says that farmers of the Sunflower
State will have to enlarge their corn Jesus Maria Sanchez, of Espanola, N.
M., Flores Vigil, of Coyote, N. M.,
cribs this year.
Archuleta, of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Just now there Is little danger that
Register.will
be
Important dispatches
"given
away" - by telegraph operators. - The
Advertise in the New Mexican.
reason is plain.

Pla-cld-o

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Kirely a Mutual Iniuranoe Company.

fJational Surety Co., of J8ew Yorli
Ceurt, Fidelity and Publlo Official Rondo Lowest Rate,
ttron Line of Fire Insurance Companlae,

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

.

.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

TUE8DAY,

AUGUST

20,

BAOTA FH NEW MEXICAN. SAKTA FE. N.M.

1907.

The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up In civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with botn civil and criminal bound In
one book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce them they
are offered at the following prices:
$2.75
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal. .. .$4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State
order.
full must accompany
or
whether
Spanish
English
plainly
printed heading Is wanted.

Is a Heap of Solace In Being
d
Able to Depend Upon a
Weil-Earne-

Resutation.
For monthd Santa Fe readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney

Pills,

read

and

about the good work they have done
in this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Benito Romero, living on San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M., sayr
"I made a statement for publication
some five years ago In which I gave
an account of my suffering from backache, due to kidney trouble and told
how Doan's Kndney Pills, which I procured at the Ireland Pharmacy,
brought me the first relief. As I then
stated, I had b' n suffering from pain
across my loh. and kidneys and had
been subject to the attacks for over
a year. Some times I would work until noon and then on account of my
kidneys and back would have to stop
for the balance of the day. I tried
plasters, but they afforded me no relief whatever. Two boxes of Doan's
Kidney Pills cured me and I have on
a few occasions noticed a slight return of the old trouble, but at once
appealed to Doan's Kidney Pills and
the results have always been prompt
and satisfactory. I can call to mind
a number of my friends who have, on
my advice used Doan's Kidney Pills
for kidney complaint and have been
made well by them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

d

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW

$

MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW
Established and Supported

MEXICO.

the Territory.

by

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments, modern and
electric-lighted- ,
all conbaths .water-workcomplete; steam-heateveniences.
TUITION,

BOARD

Session

and LAUNDRY, $250 per session.

Is

three terms of thirteen weeks each.

ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above sea level; well
watered.
Sunshine every day from September to June.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, W, M. Atkinson, W. A. Fin-laand E. A. Cahoon.

y

For particulars,

address

COL. J. W. WILSON, Supt.

0J0 CAUEJ.TE f0T SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry .and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids,
and tourists. People suffering with
consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted.

the world. The efficiency of these waters has been thoroughly tested by
the miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu-

matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50
per day; $15 per week; $50 per
month.
Stage meets Denver trains
and waits for Santa Fe train upon request. This resort is attractive at all
seasons and is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can leave
Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
Caliente- - at 4 p. m., the same day.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further parthe richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.

The' Mining Reporter, published at
Denver, in a recent issue has the following to say concerning mining conditions in the various districts of
New Mexico:
Colfax County.
Work has been resumed at the
Legal Tender mine in Willow Gulch;
the immediate work consists of gaining additional depth with the shaft
and the running of several laterals.
At the Bobtail-Senatproperty in
the Elizabethtown section, drifting Is
in progress at the bottom of the main
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CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
246 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N. M.
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Jose Vincente Cordova Dies at Home
Near Abiquiu, Rio Arriba County,
at Advanced Age.
(Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Abiquiu, N. M., Aug. 20 After an
illness of several weeks brought on
by advanced age, Jose Vincente Cor
dova, a pioneer of northern New Mexico, died at his ranch home near this
place last Friday, surrounded by his
family. The deceased was seventy-fiv- e
years of age and was born and
raised on the old homestead where he
passed away.
Those left to mourn his demise besides his widow include three married
daughters, Mrs. Thomas Gonzales,
Mrs. Jose Qulntana and Mrs. E.
an unmarried daughter and
son, many grandchildren and great
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Piles get quick ana certain reiief
from
Dr.
Shonn'a
Maiin nint.
ment. Please note it Is made alone
for Piles, and its action is positive
and certain. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles disappt ar like magic
by its use. Large nic i capped glass
jars, 50 cents. Sold b the Fischer
Drug Company.
Blank certificates of births and
deaths required to be furnished by
physicians, midwives, nurses and other
attendants at suri occurrences, for
sale at the New Mexican Printing Office. Low rates and in
quantities to
suit. Either in the English or Spanish languages. All orders will receive prompt attention
What a New Jersey Editor Says.
M. T. Lynch editor of the Phillips-burg- ,
N. J., Daily Post writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for
coughs and colds in my family but
never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. I cannot say too much in
praise of it." For ale by The Ireland
Pharmacy.

HOT SPRINGS WATER.
We make a specialty of handling
during the. hot summer months the
celebrated Potash Sulphur Water
from Hot Springs, Arkansas. A well
known specific for stomach, and kiJ- ney trouble. Phone 94. The Club.

RATON, X.

The New Mexicau Printuii: Com
pany Is prepared to fill nroniotlT ana
satisfactorily all orderi for engraved
risiung card", marriage announce
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low ai compatible
with good work. Gall at the New
Mexican office a4 xamla
samolw
and prises.
The New Mexican Printing Company
prepared to do the best of brlei
work in short order and at very reasonable rates. Laws, who desire to
have their briefs pruted rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the

EvoryVomaD

look-iwT- e(l.
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RATON, N. M.

THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.
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LIVERY. BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
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CARRIAGE SERVICE
8ADDLE EOR8B8
8

FINE R1G8

PHONE 132.
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120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Summer Sale of

LADIES iUSLIJ.
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White Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

A.
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ilpiegelfeerg- -
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and Curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.
Blankets,

3HC

Kodaks and Photo Stipplic
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

PBVBI,OPINQ, PRINT

NO and ENLARGING.

Mail Orderi Given Promp
Send for li&t&loffue.
Attention.
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
326 S. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. 510 S. Broadway
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Santa Fe Livery Stable

Warning.
If you have kidney and bladder
trouble and do not use Foley's Kidney
Cure, you will have only yourself to
blame for results, as it positively
cures all forms of kidney and bladder
diseases. For sale at The Ireland
Pharmacy.

For twenty-fivcents you can now
insure yourself and1 faimlly against any
II lntereaiea ana iuouiu mow
bad results from an attack of colic or
about tbe wouderfal
IMARVELWhirlinaSnray
diarrhoea during the summer months.
I Th new Vaginal 6jrrlne
That is the price of a bottle of Chamjseit ji obi convuii'
tent, it cleanae
VXSMdwa
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a
never
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Remedy,
medicine, that
A your drugirlat for It
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accept
VIKVIL,
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may save life, for sale by all druggists. fitlinr.
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ritory.
The funeral was one of the largest Supreme Court now In session here
ever held in Rio Arriba County, old on time, should call on the New Mex
friends of the family coming for miles ican Printing Company.
to attend the last sad rites. Burial
Try a New Mexican Want Ad.
was in the cemetery here.

Try a New Mexican Want
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a.
a.
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STATIONS

The New Mexican Printing Com-- '
pany keeps on hand a large assort- blanks are carefully prepared In ac
cordance with statute and will be
found satisfactory.
Reductions
in
prices are made to those who Dur- chase in quantity. Blanks necessary'
in making homestead entries, or final
proof theron, desert land entries or
final proof thereon, coal declaratory
statements and In securing mining
Eczema.
claims also kept in stock and for sale
For the good of those suffering with by the New Mexican
Printing
eczema or other such trouble, I wish
to say, my wife had something of that
kind and after using the doctor's remKennedy's Laxative Cough Svrun
edies for some time concluded to try acts
gently upon the bowels and clears
Chamberlain's Salve, and it proved to the whole
sy m of coughs and colds.
be better than anything she had tried.
it
relieves Inflammation of
promptly
For sale by all druggists.
the throat and allays irritation. Sold
by the Ireland Pharmacy,

PIONEER JOINS
SILENT MAJORITY

40
oo

Lv. t 10 25

!..r.'

1

h

It

II

il

!

went to El Paso, Douglas and Silver
City smelters.
Lincoln County.
Owing to a shortage of miners, the
Vera Cruz mills in the Nogal section
will not be put into commission until
about September 1.
The Nogal Peak Mining Company,
of which J. A. Norman, of Roswell. is
is preparing for a large
manager,
amount of development work and may
erect a milling plant shortly.
Sierra County.
An eight-Incstreak of ore assaying
upwards of $100 to the ton is reported at the San Antonio Gold Company's
property in the Hillsboro camp.
A force of 100 men Is now employed
at the Victoria Chief Copper Mining
Company's properties in the Caballo
Mountains, near Engle.
Socorro County.
The Top Mining Company is Install
ing a very complete mine equipment.
Including gasoline engines, comnresI
sor, hoist, air drills, etc. The prop'
erty adjoins the Last Chance mine in
the Mogollon camp.
The concentrating and cyaniding
plants at the Last Chance mine are in
continuous operation, and shipments
of products are made weekly to Silver
City. The operating company Is the
Ernestine Mining Company, of which
E. Craig Is manager.
Taos County.
The Empire Copper Mine and Smelt
ing Company has recently Installed a
larger mine equipment to permit of
more extensive development at the H.
S. P. mine.
The water flow at the payroll mine
is now in control and developments
will be resumed.
The Tusas Peak Gold and Copper
Company is carrying on operations at
its Tampa properties.

12 IK
r.7

8

Lv

Auto
Car
Daily
Ex. Hun.

2

Daily

I CcHiuPPti with 1.1 W A SnthwMtem Ky. train 125.
recting operations,
NM it
leuvinlJuwa,,,,
Matiefor au Houten, N M.. meett trains ut Preston. N.
M
The output of the Philadelphia mine
Connects with Stage to and from Taos ami Klizalietlitown, N. M.
at Hanover consisted during the
Truck connection with A. T
s v n
month of July of 11 carlots, which lly. at erinejo. N. M.

te

Proprietor.

....

Leuvea.

1

Mr. Cordova was one of the oldest
Eyes Tested and and most respected residents in this
section. In 1857 he married Miss
Fitted by
Geronima Montoya, of Taos, a sister
of Captain Montoya, who was well
Methods
known in the early history of the Ter

The Beer of Quality.

No.

STATIONS

.

grandchildren.

OUR FLAG
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In Effect September 1, 1907.
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Fait Bate!

cavai

PASSENGER

Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Lois llitkr

I.

There

n

RO SWELL,

iu

TESTED AND PROVEN.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper .bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $G; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English
full
and Spanish pamphlet,
$2.25;
Flexible-Cove- r
Sheriff's
$3;
lesser,
P,Jiet Docket, single, $1.25; two or cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuNew
solo
the United
for
York,
agents
Inpreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10,
States.
Corclusive, $3.30 each; Compilation
Remember the name
Doan's and
poration Laws, 75c; Compilation Minno other.
ke
of
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
New Mexico Reports full sheep, $6.50;
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
full list school blanks.
as are required by law, printed in
blank form by the New Mexican
SUMMER DRINKS.
Printing Company.
several
spent
Having recently
hundred dollars putting in new work-boarAt this season we should eat sparand np to date system of drawand properly. We should also
servof
ingly
claim
we
make
the
ing beer,
ing as good beer as can he 5iad at help the stomach a much as possible
the swellest bars in the east. Phone by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kortol for indigestion and dyspep94. The Club.
sia will rest the stomach by actually
digesting the food Itself. Sold by The
ComThe New Mexican Printing
Ireland Pharmacy.
pany has on hand a large supply of
suitwriting tablets and scratch pada
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
able for school children, lawyers, mer.
chants and also for home use, which envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
will be cleaned out. at 10 rents a pound by the New Mexican Printing
and cheaper if ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
DeWitt'? Kidney and Bladder Pills
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double are best for backache and weak kidwhen biiTtna. neys. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
your woney'

$
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in need of

any--

V

thine on Earth ttv a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.
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It will positively bring results.
Free Samples 01 "Preventics" and a
IT'S COLD HERE.
Our beer sales have almost doubled booklet on Colds will be gladly mailed
since Installing a modeern
sanitary you, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
system. You can always find a little Wis., slmr'y to prove merit Preventcold bottle here of either Blue Ribics are little Candy Cold Cure tablets.
bon, Schlltz or Lemps. Phone 94. No Quinine no Laxative,
nothing
The Club.
harmful whatever. Preventics prevent
colds as the name
Implies when
Wheu
need of anything In the taken early, or at the "Sneeze Stage."
printing line, such at wedding cards, For a seated cold or LaGrlppe, break
invitations, bilefs, call on the New it up safely and quickly with PreventiMexican Printing Company,
where cs. Sold by the Fischer Drug
work is guaranteed.

i
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PERSONAL MENTION

ESTABLISHED i856.

Celso Lopez, county treasurer, Is out
days' vacation on a
fishing trip.
Anthony Dockweller, a ranchman on
the Upper Pecos, today looked after
business affairs here.
Mrs. Juan Ortega and three daughters, of Las Vegas, have arrived in
this city on a visit to relatives.
Juan de Jesus Romero, a resident of
Cerrillos, registered at the Normandie
Hotel yesterday. He was here on business.
Mrs. E. A. Leeson and little daughter left yesterday for Monte Vista and
Denver, Colorado, for a visit to friends
and for a rest.
Mrs. Robert Montoya spent Sunday
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Walkup at their fine country home
near Moriarty.
Rosendo Ortiz, sheep raiser In the
vicinity of Ortiz, Colorado, registered
Re-liable
at the Corouado yesterday. He came
WILL
to the city on business.
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
B. S. Phillips, of Buckman, general
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
manager of the Ramon Land and LumSTIFF JOINTS. NEURALGIA,
ber Company, was in the city yesterSCALDS, ETZl,
day and today on business.
G. A. Frledel, Dallas, Tex.
is
of
Trinidad
Romero,
Estancia,
writes:
"I use Ballard's Snow
visiting friends in Las Vegas. Mr. RoLiniment for my family. It
to
mero is one of the
is the best Liniment made.
Congress from New Mexico.
It relieves burns and scalds.'
Dr. Charles N. Lord departed last
25c, 50c and $1.00
night on a visit to his old home at
Sackett's Harbor, New York. He will
Ballard Snow Liniment Co
be gone several weeks.
ST. IiOUIS, MO.,
Sheriff J. W. Owen, of Lincoln
County, arrived in the city last night
en route home from Las Vegas, wither
Sold and Recommended by
he went to place a demented person in
HSCHER DRUG CO.
the New Mexico Insane Asylum.
P. M. Dolan, a Taos merchant and a Dolan has many acquaintances in the
former resident of this city, reached Capital.
Mrs. Arthur Lowe, of Albuquerque,
town last evening on business and is
and
Mr.
the
Claire
at
Hotel.
sister, Miss Beulah Duncan,
registered
daughters of Coal Oil Inspector James
S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, have arrived
in the Meadow City for a visit to their
BY father. Miss Duncan was a house
guest of Miss Sellgman in this city reE
cently.
InDr. Ben L. Reltman, of Chicago, who
is agitating measures to solve the
ChilDrestramp problem, left today for Pueblo,
misColorado, where he will deliver a pubSkin of Whole Body Covered for a lic lecture. While here yesterday afternoon he called upon Governor Curry
Awful Itching Kept SufYear
at the executive office and discussed
ferer Awake Half the Night-T- ried his plans.
FurnishA. M. Dettlebach, secretary of the
All Kinds of Remedies but
New Mexico Firemen's Association,
They Had No Effect.
left this morning for Albuquerque, Socorro, Las Cruces, Deming and Silver
City, where he goes to advertise and
CUTICURA REMEDIES
work up interest in the forthcoming
A PERFECT SUCCESS firemen's tournament, to be held in
connection with the Territorial fair in
Duke City.
the
have
I
to
wish
that
know
let
"I
you
C. E. Newcomer, former bookkeeper
used one set of Cuticura Remedies
one cake of Cuticura Soap, one box of at the Territorial
penitentiary, reCuticura, but two vials of Cuticura
DATE U51 GOODS BOOSE 18 THE CITY
HOST
which cost me a turned to Santa Fe last night from
Resolvent Pills
cents in all. For Mount Morris, Illinois, where he was
dollar and twenty-fiv- e
a year I have had what they call eczema. summoned by the death of his aged
I had an itching all over my body, and
will leave
when I would retire for the night it father. Mr. Newcomer
would keep me awake half the night, shortly for Albuquerque to enter upon
and the more I would scratch, the more the discharge of his duties as a dep
it would itch. I tried all kinds of remUnited States marshal.
edies, but could get no relief. A friend uty
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter left at
of mine told me to try the Cuticura
Remedies which I did, and am very neon today for Roswell via the Santa
WINTER GROCERY CO.
glad I tried them, for I was completely
cured. If any of my friends should Fe Central and Automobile line, to
be troubled with the same disease, I take part in the session of the New
will cheerfully recommend the Cuticura Mexico Bar Association, of which he
Remedies, and if I know any one who
wants to know how I cured myself, I is a member. He received leave of ab
shall be glad to tell them. Walter W. sence from the Postofflce Department
PO- RPaglusch, 207 N. Robey St., Chicago, for the necessary time for his trip.
111., Oct. 8 and 10, 1900."
He expects to return home Saturday.
On account of a press of business
Fruits And Vegetables
Governor Curry felt compelled to postpone his visit to Roswell for the time
of All liinds in
being. He expected to start at noon
The Great Skin Cure and Purest today to attend the sessions of the
and Sweetest of Emollients.
Bar Association and the meeting of
Season.
the Bureau of Immigration In that
Cuticura Ointment is, beyond question, the most successful curative for city. It Is more than probable that he
torturing, disfiguring humors of the skin
and scalp, including loss of hair, yet com- will not visit Roswell for some weeks.
A party comprising Miss Adelaide
pounded, in proof of which a single
anointing with Cuticura Ointment, pre- Franz, Miss Florence Olive and A. 0.
ceded by a hot bath with Cuticura Soap,
of Las Vegas, are en route
and followed in the severer cases by a dose Wheeler,
of Cuticura Resolvent (Liquid or Pills), to Santa Fe from the Meadow City on
is often sufficient to afford immediate rehorseback.
They left Las Vegas yeslief in the most distressing forms of itchA
and expect to reach
morning
terday
ing, burning, and scaly humors, eczemas,
tomorrow
or
and
here
rest
Thursday. The trip
rashes, and irritations, permit
sleep, and point to a speedy cure when is being made in easy stages, as Mr.
most, if not all, other remedies and even Wheeler only recently recovered from
physicians fail.
a severe siege of illness.
They will
for
Complete External and Internal Treatment conand Adults
be the guests of Mrs. E. A. Fiske upon
Every Humor ot Infants. Children,
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sists ol Cuticura Bonn (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,
the Skin, and Cuti
their arrival in the Capital.
Cutleura Ointment (50c.) to Heal form
of Chocolate
cura Resolvent (50c.), (or In the
Delegate W. H. Andrews did not
Coated Fills, zoc. per vim ui uuj iu rurny uie muuu.
Potter Drug & Chem,
Sold throughout the world.
leave Albuquerque for Roswell today
Corp.. Hole Props., Boston, Mass.
Free, A Book on Skin Afflictions,
Deleas was announced heretofore.
gate Andrews found it incumbent to
await the arrival of General J. Francis Torrance and party from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, In the Duke City,
in order to consult with them on matters connected with the Santa' Fe Central Railway, Albuquerque and Eastern Railway and the development of
the Hagan coal fields. The Torrance
party is expected to reach Albuquerque tonight or tomorrow morning from
HARDWARE COMPANY
its trip of inspection along the section
Phone 14.
14.
adjacent to the Santa Fe Central Railway.
The engagement of Henry Elliott
Waggaman, of Washington and Annapolis, to Miss Viola Powell Rocap
has been announced. Miss Rocap is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rocap, of Brldgeton, New Jersey, and
met her fiance ' while making a protracted stay In Silver City, where Mr.
had gone in search of
Waggaman
health. Mr. Waggaman is a Princeton man and the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Floyd Waggaman, of Washington. Subsequent to taking his degree as electrical engineer, in 1902,
young Mr. Waggaman entered the
Westinghouse shops in Pittsburg, being later transferred to a responsible
V
position in Baltimore, where close application to his work brought about a
physical breakdown, causing his temporary retirement from business
of town for a few

SALE

Why suffer with
pain when

BALLARD'S SNOW

LINIMENT

Record Breaking Bargains in
Herchindise are now of
fered, as we will close out all
Summer Goods at Cost, in order
to make more Room for our New
Fall Stock.

TUESDAY,

CURE

We Place the Following Goods on
the Reduction List

INCORPORATED

String Ties

SELI6IMK BROTHERS CO.
SPECIAL
MID.SUMMER SALE
Commencing Monday Jtdy
A Great Reduction will be
Made on Following Goods
LINGERIE SHIRT WAISTS
WHITE PARASOLS
LADIES' HATS

MISSES READY MADE DRESSES
LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S
WHITE CANVASS OXFORDS
FIGURED LAWNS AND DIMITIES
MEN'S CLOTHING
MEN'S STRAW HATS

SELIGW
P.

0. Box

the

Half a Century

For

219.

ofttie

V

sorallet

fast
coffee:

equal

I

ITCHING ECZEMA

the City.

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

8

'Phone

Sao Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phone

10.

Ne. 1.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell cr

Keep Busy Until You Find

Iron, Pipes and Fittings,

D. S. LOW1TZK1

PRICE $3.00.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
of Picture Moulding.

Specialty.

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes

Fxcrerje

HOUSEHOLD

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

S. ELITIST T,

Q-B- O.

WOOD
Oil

in

New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

CUTICURA

S. E. Comet Plait,

Paints

House

O

fve fried ihemsW.

Phone

Goods

Leading Dry

Furniture Company.

WHITE
HOUSE f. v. BUTTER
COFFEE

III

Pfaone No. 36.

0

NATHAN SALMON.

'Me

CO.

BROS.

SLEEP BROKEN

Ladies wash Suits Mens
Oxfords, Mens
Ladies waists.
Summer Suits,
fants slips and
drens Clothing Mens
I ses. Ladies and
Canvass
ses White
Made to Ordr Suits
Oxfords large lineof
and ail other
Sample Skirts all
ings at Low Figure.
Colors and Sizes.

IIP-T-

1903.

Men's Straw Hats

Figtited Lawns
Dimities

THE L&RGEST AND

AUGUST 20, 1907.

Stoves

Wagon Covers

Ranges
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Lawn Mowers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
Window Screens

Camp Outfits,

Fishing

Tackle,

Tents
Bedsheets

Hammocks
Harness
Saddles
Pumps
Cylinders

Ammunition, Rifles, Shot Guns, Pistols.
(Continued

on Page

Bight.)

IMI'Q-'IR- u

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.
Institution giving an intensely practical education.
y
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant-situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in tho beautiful
An

Mesilla Valley.
agriculture, mechanic arts, domestic
science and general science; short courses in agriculture, stenography, and
A.faculty ofio instructors; 230
assaying- - $90,000 worth of equipment.
students now in attendance. Military Instruction by an of fleer of the
Commodious Girl's
U. S. Army. Large Parade and athletic grounds.
an
Dormitory, under the best management. An ideal winter climate at
Four full years

altitude of

of college courses in

3,800 feet.

.

;

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

J

TUESDAY,

AUGUST

20,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.

1907,

MIMnn niTV TODIPC

EHLE

Se

A

and Jacobo Valdez, aged

TYLE-F- I

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with u NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of ur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will be safe in our fireproof

vault?

Ladies' Aid Society of St.
John's M. K. Church will give an ice
cream social on the lawn at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Wlnsor next Thursday
evening. Ice cream, cake, sandwiches,
tea and coffee will be served beginning at 5 o'clock.
Superintendent J, A. Wood of the
city schools, Is In receipt of a letter
from his son, Owen L. Wood, who recently accepted a position as draftsman in the U. S. land office at Reno,
Nevada. The young man has entered
upon his new duties and Is reported
to be doing very well.
The work of construction of the two
now buildings at the United States Indian Training School In this city Is
temporarily suspended on account of
of building material
the
needed to finish them. The fault seems
to lie in delay of transportation. The
Iron and steel material still necessary
has been shipped from the factories
and mills, but it is very slow In arriving. In the meantime the contractors are compelled to delay.
Dr. John R. Macarthur, professor
of English in the New Mexico College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, will
lecture before the Santa Fe County
Institute at the High School Hall on
Thursday evening, August 22 at 8
o'clock. His subject will be "The
Teacher as a Social Factor." Dr.
Macarthur lectured before tne institute here two years ago and all who
heard him were well entertained.
There will be no admittance and all
interested in educational work are cordially invited to attend the lecture.
The following visitors have registered since Wednesday at the rooms
of the Historical Society: R. F. Webster, Mrs. ft. Forrester, Salt Iake
City, Utah; John Francis Casey, San
Francisco; Thomas P. Hopper, Sherman, Texas; W. B. Markley, Duran-go- ,
Colorado; Gerdes Kehrman, St.
Louis, Missouri; William Henry and
wife, Pueblo, Colorado; J. R. Hollister,
Portland Oregon; S. C. Hawthorne,
Lincoln. Nebraska; O. Sodeburg,
Illinois; Edna Shockey, OttaNashwa, Kansas; Emma D. White,
C.
John
Carroll,
ville, Tennessee;
Chicago; George W. Mays, Colorado
Springs, Colorado; Maynard Gunsul,
O. F. Higginson and wife, Albuquer
que; L. W. Ogle, 0. J. Timmons, Alamosa, Colorado; T. W. Marshall, Ulysses, Kansas.
Mon-moul-

(Continued

Claimant's

Testimony,

i-- 1

sheet.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance.
1-- 4

To have our

much the largest asset we have in our business.

on Pago Eight)

LEGAL BLANKS.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
customers say to their friends, "Everj statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
is a great
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with

1-- 2

13

P.).

2

sheet

Large Order for Anythinf

FiU Small or

Prepared to

Compare Our Goods and Price. V e Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-off

"T--

"'

LFELP
LAI VtOM,

M.

M.

A4JMJQUIRQIM,

H.

ANTA

Mk

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Allen's Foot-easa powder. It
cures painful, smarting, nervous feet,
and instantly takes the sting out of
corns and bunions. Allen's Foot-Easmakes light or new shoes feel easy.
It is a certain cure for sweating, cal
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold by all drugists and
Shoe Stores.
mail for 25c in
By
stamps, Don't accept any substitute.
For F11EI3 trial package, also Free
Sample of the FOOT-EASSanitary
CORN-l'AI)- ,
a new Invention, address
Allen S. Olmstead,
Roy, N. Y.

4

2

sheet.

sheet

HE SCO.

-

3-

-

4-

--

.

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE
Line. Drivers Furnished.

NO.

9

New Breakfast Food

WHOLEWHEAT

the Livery

BERRIES

Rates Riflht.

I 0c

GHAS. GLOSSON.
YOU

Kettles
14-q- t.

4

TRY JAPALAC
jour Furniture, or,

ier sun, come m

bet- -

ami gee a new

1-- 4

4

2

2

piece.

We have thel argest stock

in the city.

It

is well selected,

reasonably priced

and

We Can

Save You Money.

2

2

IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD

2

4

sheet.
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
1-- 2

4

We Sell Iron Fence
MANUFACTURED

CHEAPER ALSO.

BIT

The Stewart Iron Works Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Cheaper also than allowing the
town herd or the village burro
to wander over your lawn and
yard.
Why not enclose that Cemetery Lot! Give some protection
to the graves of your loved
ones. We shall be glad to quote
you prices. Remember it is the
famous Stewart Iron Fence.
There is none to equal it in
price or quality.

Wlinse Fpiic8 rMcfveil tlio Highest Award,
-Joll Hetlul." Wnrld'a Fnir, St. Louis, lin.
I an luiiHC ecnnnminu
icuee you can nny.
Price !('!m than a renpitctablo wood fence. Wb
not replneo voiir old one how with u ueat, attractive IRON FBNCH.
"I.1AST .4 jIFETItIE.
Over UK)
of Iron Fence,

Iron t'loner Vam. Srtlrra.

etc., shown iu our catalogues.
Low Prloes
will

surprise you

:

CALL AND
BEfl B"

M'
LEO

FLOUR

AND

Notification of Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
shee'u
Butcher's Bond.
nheet.
Gaming Tables,
Summons. 4 sheet.
sheet.
t
Suopoena,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet.
Applicaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals, 1- - sheet
Sheriff's Monthly Report. 2 sheet
Contract Between Directors aid
Teachers.
sheet.
sheet
Lease,
25c each
'Board and Lodging"
50c each
"Minor's Law"
Authority to Gamier, Drive and Han.
die Animals Bearing Owner's
Bond, 2 sheet.
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
e
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.76.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
sheet.
Execution,
with
Coal Declaratory Statenenr
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-Mleral Affidavit, 2 sheet.
sheet
Bond, General Form,
tlon.
Notary Record, $1.26 each,
ftoad Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
o Book, Spanish, 25c each.

MAIL ORDE RS GIVEN PHOMPT ATTENTION.

'PHONE NO. 83.

Everything in Hardware

1-- 2

mm

1--

1-- 4
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1
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1
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1-- 2

Recor-Replevi-

n

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Leaving Santa Fe
According to Schedule
of Trains Now in Effect.

Entering and

west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
the east.

Compiled

HENRY KRICK

1--

1--

240-Pag-

1-- 4

f
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 1 Southbound leaves Santa Fe
1:40 p. m.
j
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa i "
!
Fe 5:28 p. m.

j

Sole Agent for

a Package

FOOD

FBJffiD.

Those who rave 'ealt with us don't
have to he told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are one of these
acquainted.
you should give us a trial order at

Was 12

1

2

Cents.

0c a Package

COLOBBDD flHD GflLIFORHIfl

FRUITS

OF

DLL KINDS

once.

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8T0CK FJOD.

HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers la

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOES, SALT. AND 8EEDI.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

KSJIEW

mm

1

temp's St. Louis Beer
All kinds of Mineral

Water

'

And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Ma:ll orders promptly filled. 'Phone 38.
No. 426. Eastbound leaves Santa
Montezuma Avenue, Santa fe, N. M.
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
ICE CREAM!
Fe 3:30 p. in.
II am
prepared to furnish Ice Cream
and Ices In any quantity. Call up
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
"Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
Branch.
prices. If possible send In orders 24
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
or 48 hours in advance.
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
E. C. JAMBS.
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
Any Flavor You Desire.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
We will deliver Soda Water in anj
No. 720
8:25 a. tn.
quantity to any part of the city.
No. 722
4:20 p. ni.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
SIO SINGERS SIO
No. 724
;
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10
Von Sals
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
Lamy.
MACHINES
:
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
Hand)
(Sicomd
No. 724 connects witn No. 7 and 9,
The only first-clas- s
in city.
4
8
eastbound.
and
westbound, and
Second to none in Territory.
Main Line Via Lamy,
Call Early At
No. 1 stops at all stations.
Pour first-clas- s
artists : :
7 will stop at ail stations, Lamy
No.
Electrical Baths
l. 50 to
Albuquerque to discharge passenOther Baths
.25
from Santa Fe.
gers
Parlors Located Went Bide Pla
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m
IV. II. KERR,
atd will not wait for No. 2 from the
Non-Miner- al

PRICE'S CELERY

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

S

$1.23
45c
10c
25c

Dippers, 1")C and . . ,
And many other pieces at equally
We Can Save You
low prices.
Money.

4

to renew

ftdc

$l.ou

Tea Kettles at $1.00 to
Skillets at 35c and
Drinking Cups, 5c and

1-- 4

4

$1.00

Pails
Pails

12-q- t.

4

n

1--

i-- 2

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing hut
FIRST-CLAS-

$1.00

8oc

covered Preserving

t.

4

1-- 4

Per Pail

T.'e

covered Preserving

Kettles

4

1-- 4

CAPITAL COFFEE

fuc

Kettles

2

1-- 2

Try a Pail of

35c
4dc

pt. Stew Pans, covered
(t. Stew Pans, covered
qt. Stew Pans covered
Covered Preserving

2-

4

1-- 4

Sill.

That Special Sale of Sanitary GerIt lasts a few
man Enajnelware.
days longer, but you better come
in as the pieces are going fast.

sheet.
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commiiujcnt,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee
sheet.
sheet.
.Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet.
ip
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet.
'Desert Land Entry, 4 074c,
sheet.
Affidavit required
of claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reporti
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, 13.20
each. Postage 2Cc.
er, $3.50.
Postage, Leather, 16c, paper, 14c.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Application for License, Retail Liquor License, 2 sheet.
Application for License, Game and
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish. 100 In Book, 75c
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Sumiuors as Garnishee,
4

US.

THAT SPESIAL

E

4

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
n Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

When in Need of Anything in

H. M.

e

1-- 2

SCDTT7

fat

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

2

Bond to Keep the Peace,
Complaint, Criminal,

it our guarantee.

0,

EHSCffiOISrSZOCSI

non-recei-

TEED
A NO

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Canon-clto- .

The

Woolens to Select From.
Our New Fall Samples
are in. Come and
See Them at
Our Store.

OF DEPOSIT

of

There will be a special meeting of
the Woman's Aid Society of the First
Presbyterian Church at the home of
Mrs. Charles L. Bishop Wednesday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Over 600 Samples of the Finest

ON CERTIFICATES

24,

1

LFELP

marriage license has been issued

to Miss Luz Runile, aged 19, of Lamy,

Fot High Grade Tailoring

S
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SODA WATER!

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

....
......

Proprietor

TWO SINGER

SEWING

PRICE

SIO

SINGER STORE

TUESDAY,

AUGUST 20, 1907.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central

RailPalace.

way Company

Effective

August

Sunday,

1

1907.

North Bound

South Bound
No

11,

Ben L.. Reitman,
Chicago; D. J.
Herron, East Las Vegas; N. C. Dolan,
Denver; M. B. Grubb, Chicago; Edward Hayes and wife, Red Oak, Iowa;
Ph. Dantzburg, Denver,
Claire.
A. A. Tremp, Denver; C. W. Wright,
Albuquerque; P. M. Dolan, Taos; Lois
L. Hoyt, Esther B. Hoyt, San
B. S. Phillips, Buckrnan; Nathan Jaffa, Roswell; W. Stranbridge,
England; A. G. Stranbridge, South
Australia; C, E. Newcomer, Albuqur-que- ;
John A. Chapman, Chicago;
George H. Webster, Jr., Cimarron;
Miss Jones, Kingman, Kansas; A. B.
McGaffey, F. E. Baker, Albuquerque.
Normandie.
R. E. Slack, Tombstone,
Arizona;
James Kllnd, Durango, Colorado; J.
W. Owen, Lincoln; C. Von Stein, New-kirOklahoma; Frank C, Murdock,
Charles Murdock, Las Vegas; Juan de
Jesus Romero, Cerrlllos; Frank G.
Ballard, El Paso; L. M. Simmons,
Arizona; A, L. Murray, Purcell;
R. R. Kline, Tucson, Arizona.
Coronado.
Rosendo Ortiz, Ortiz, Colorado; R.
Viveach, Pecos; G. A. Hanson, Alamosa, Colorado; Anthony Dockweiler,
Cowles; H. R. Ripporth, Alamosa,
Colorado.

Statloui.

Ml

Altl No

4Up u Lv....httuta K...Arr 7.00U 6 28
4i p H "
Bnuuedjr.... "" B.OSO 4 2H
3 36 p 41 "
8,870 3 36
Staulev ...
" 6,250 3 00
4 Hp 61! "
Morlarty...
4 29 p 61 "
Molototb... " 6,17ft 2 35
H
"
ft 49 p
Kitanoia.... " 6,140 2 lil
6 19 p 81 "
Wlllard.... " 6,125 12 41
7 50 p 116 Arr....Torrno...LTe 6,475 U 15

p
p
p
p

p
p
p

a

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Qrande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestero
System.
8. 8. GRIMSHAW.
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

I

merit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's Re
storative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, the Heart, or the Kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys, are merely symptoms of a
deeper ailment. Don't make the com
mon error of treating symptoms only.
Symptom treatment is treating the result of your ailment, and not the
cause. Weak Stomach nerves the In
side nerves means Stomach weakness, always. And the Heart, and
Kidneys as well, have their controlling
or inside nerves.
Weaken these
nerves, and you inevitably have weak
vital organs.
Here Is where Dr.
Shoop's Restorative has made its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves." Also for
bloating, biliousness, bad breath or
complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Write for my free Book now.
Dr. Shoop's Restoratives sold by the
Fischer Drug Company.

PERFECT RESULTS ARE OBTAINED.
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONES ANDCOLUMBIA RECORDS.
ONLY

OUR

AY

FIT

Fit Any Cylinder
Pachine
Cylinder Records 25
cents each. $3.00 per dozen.

each.

CO

cents

per Dozen.

$7.20

Disc Records

h

Dozen

$10

Machines.
Cylinder
Range in Price from
$7.50

lA.

CYLINDER

FOOT

Per

Disc Records

h

RECORDS 50c Each.
$5.00

DISC

ChMJIE

X. P.

HALF

COIDS

DISC

per

each.

Dozen.

Disc Machines

price from

to $125.00

$1

range

in

$12.50 to $100.00.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.
IT WILL
505-50-

FRATERNAL

7

PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
lGth Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.

SOCIETIES.

jffi

MASONIC.

Excursions

4

h

f

I

1--

d
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(Homestead Entry No. 7117.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Jose O.
Rivera, of Cowles, N. M., has filed notice of his Intention to make final five
year proof in support of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry No. 7117, made July
10, 1902, for the S 2 SW
section
SE
section 30, Township
29, E
17 N, Range 12 'E, and that said proof
will be made before register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on September 25, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Cristino Rivera, of Cowles, N. M.,
Torivio Gonzales, of Cowles, N. M.,
Trinidad Apodaca, of Cowles, N. M.,
Enriques Rivera, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
2

Montezuma Lodge, No.
1, A. F. & A. M. ReguNew Mexico Bar To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Account
lar communication first Association meeting
N. M., the
at
Roswell,
Pueblo, Colorado, and Return.
IS A
Monday of eacn month Santa Fe will sell round
tickets to
To Denver and return, $21.10.
trip
at Masonic Hall at El Paso or Trinidad for one far. On
To Colorado Springs and return,
T;S0 p. m.
sale August 19, 20 and 21, limit Au- $18.15.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
gust 2G.
To Pueblo and return, $16.35.
A.LAN R. MSCORD, Sec'y.
On sale until September 30, 1907.
Final return, October 31, 1907.
Call at our store, please, for a free
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
Stop-over- s
Cofallowed at and east of
of
Dr.
"Health
sample
Shoop's
1, R. A. M.
Regu- fee."
If real coffee disturbs your Pueblo.
lar convocation second Stomach,
your Heart, or Kidneys, then Summer Tourist Rates to Chicago and
Monday of each month try this Clever Coffee Imitation.
St. Louis and Return.
at Masonic Hall at While Dr.
To Chicago and return, $54.75.
Shoop has very closely
7:30 p. m.
To St. Louii and return, $48.10.
matched Old Java and Mocha Coffee
S. SPITZ, H. P.
in flavor and taste, yet he has rot
On sale daily until September 30,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
even a single grain of real Coffee in 1907. Final return limit October 31,
it. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imita- 1907.
Santa Fe Comnnndery No. tion is made from pure toasted grains Los Angeles and San Francisco, CaliYou
1, K, T, Regular conclave or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
fornia, and Return, Tuesdays,
second Saturday in each will surely like Health Coffee. Sold
Thursdays and Saturdays.
On sale until September 30, 1907.
month at Masonic Hall
by the Cartwright-Davi- s
Company,
To Los Angeles and return, $41.90.
7:30 p. m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
To San Francisco and return, $51.90.
Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten
Final return limit November 30,
Stop-over- s
allowed anywhere
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, however, if the man with a weak atom- 1907.
Continwest
California.
of
a
ach
Dr.
or
two
would
take
of
Barstow,
glass
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Pcottish Rite of Free Masonry meets Lauritzen's Health Table Malt with uous passage up to Barstow.
?ach meal, he would soon find that he Jamestown Fxposition, Norfolk, Virtin the third Saturday of each month
eat anything. It's the best tonic
could
ginia, April 26 to Nov 30, 1907.
in
in
at 7:30 o'clock
the evening
a
in
for
wcrld
weak
stomach.
the
Season
ticket
$88.25
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
&
H.
CO.
Sixty-da- y
KAUNE
S.
ticket
$73.60
corVisiting Scottish Rite Masons are
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38. Fifteen-da- y
ticket
$57.25
dially invited to attend.
On sale until Septembar 30, 1907.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Final return limit on all tickets exTen Years in Bed.
Venerable Master.
tickets, Nov. 30, 1907;
"For ten years I was confined to my cept
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
ticket Nov. 20, 1907.
bed with disease of my kidneys,"
Round trip summer tourist rates to
writes R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oakville,
I. O. O. F.
Ind. "It was so severe that I could Pacific Coast points. Also Arizona,
MonSanta Fe Lodge, No. 2. 1. O. O. F., not move part of the time. I consult- British Columbia, Idaho, and
low
rates
effective
tana
points. Very
meets every Thursday evening in Odd ed the verv best medical skill availFellows' Hall, San Francisco Street. able, but could get no relief until "Fol- daily until September 15, 1907.
Sacramento, Cal., September
ey's Kidney Cure was recommended
Visiting brothers welcome.
to me. It has been a Godsend to me." 1907, fifteenth National Irrigation
MAX KALTER, N. G.
For sale at The Ireland Pharmacy.
To Sacramento, Cal., and
Congress.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
DAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
return, $50.90. On sale August 29, 30
A well decoiated window maices
and 31, final return limit October 31.
B. P. O. E.
Summer tourist tickets to San
good showing to people taking In tb
sights, but advertising your warea lu Francisco, Cal., on sale daily until
a better September 15,t, 1907.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E., the New Mexican make
Rate, $50.90
holds its regular session on the second showing and attracts mort attention
round trip; liberal stopovers; final reand fourth Wednesdays of each month.
turn limit October 31, 1907.
Men Past Sixty in Danger.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
G. H. DONART,
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
come.
More than half of mankind over sixA. T. & S. F. Ry.
Agent
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
ty years of age suffer from kidney and
bladder disorders, usually enlargement
The New Mexican Printing Com'
of prostate glands. This Is both pain- FRATERNAL UNION.
pany is prepared to do the best of
ful and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney (brlef work in stort order and at
very
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal uure snouia De tanen at tne nrst sign reasonable rates. Lawyers, who de
Union of America. Regular meetings of danger, as it corrects Irregularities side to have their briefs printed rap-anhas cured many old men of this i(jiy and correctly and to .present them
rst and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall, disease. Mr. Kooney uurneu,, kock- - to the supreme Court now In session
San Francisco Street Visiting Frat port, Missouri writes: "I suffered with here on time, should call on the Nev
ers welcome.
enlarged prostate gland ana Kidn y Mexican Printing Company,
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
trouble lor years ana alter taKing two
bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure I feel
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
better than I have for twenty years, oany has the largest facilities and
although I am now 91 years old." For most modern machinery for 'doing all
sale at The Ireland Pharmacy.
Life Insurance.
kinds of Printing and Binding In firstclass style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup Is sold
"GOOD ROOMS."
under a positive guarantee to cure
Pamphlets and Booh
Ledgers.
room
stomach
Best Book Bindery
at
can
a
the
a
work
fou
sick
get
headache,
good
specialty.
constipation,
moderate In the Southwest..
trouble, or anyform of indigestion. If 3otel NormanJie at a
it falls, the manufacturers refund your jrice, either by the week or month.
Read the New Mexican if you want
money. What more can any one do? Ton will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooma elsewhere.
the news.
For sale by the Ireland Pharmacy.
-

I

I

No-gale- s,

hAlamogoTdd

j

4

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and Diarrhoea Remedy, Better Than
Three Doctors.
Three years ago we had three doctors with our little bo;- - and everything
that they could do seemed In vain. At
last when all hope seemed to be gone
we began using Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and In
a few hours he began to improve. Today he is as healthy a child as parents
could wish for." Mrs. B. J. Johnston,
Linton, Miss. For sale by all druggists.
For sale at all druggists.

jf

f

Let me mall you tree, to prove

Our Cylinder Records
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AEstancla''

15

L

Santa Eosan

Ilde-fons-

2

1
2

ff3PKs,
oMoriarty
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribution of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct communication will all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
Is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexico.
Willard is a growing town. Wlllard will make a City. Study the Map.
For information, cal on or address
REAL ESTATE.

FRANK L. WALRATH,
WILLARD,

N. M.

San Juan Excut cfon to Salt Lake
City Ftom Santa Fc August 4th.
Round Trip tickets $28.50 Train
from Santa Fe will be tun in direct
g
connection with main line trains
both Pullman and Tourist Sleepers. For further infotmation apply
to any Denver & Rio Grande Agent.
car-rin-

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL

Cord and Stove Weed Extra Eiy, ( U Ic Fit Ycui Stove
CERRILLOS
Delivered to Any
andHAGAN
Part of the City

AA a

J?fb

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leave" Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torranco Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Roswell $10. Reserve seats oi automobile by wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Line.

TRANSFER and f TORAGE; We Hani Evetylhinp Movable

For an Impaired Appetite.
the appetite and
Improve
strengthen the digestion try a few
loses of Chamberlain's ftomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seltz, of Detroit, Mich., says: "They restored rv
appetite when impaired, relieved me of
a bloated feeling and caused a pleasant and satisfactory movement of the
bowels." Price, 25 cents. Sample free.

Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

To

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to furnish cards de
vlsite for ladies and for gentlemen on
short notice in first class style at reasonable prices, either 'engraved or
printed. Call on the New Mexican
Printing Company.

Phone

35

Santa Fe. Branch

3

Office and Yards

at Cerrlllos, N.

M

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAU ORCER8
SANTA FE, N. M,

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK

Victims of hay fever will experience
great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
and Tar, as It stops difficult breathing
Immediately and heals the inflamed air
passages, and even if It should fail to
cure you it will give Instant relief.
The genuine Is in a yellow package.
For sale at The Ireland Pharmacy

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable (or school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers tad
We will
flva cents In book form.

merchant; good anywhere.

tell them

j

ATENT)
(FRAY
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., 80LE MAKER8 FOR NEW MEXICO.

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

20,

SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1907.

t.

,c

ft

T

o

S

j

Located on Bclcn
ALL

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotelu,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for

Cut-of-

of

f

FAST LIMITED

MJm

Santa Fc R'y
MAIL

EXPRESS,

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO
BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the
city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or

Improvement
Company
are owners of the

70-fo- ot

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay

Future Railroad Metrooolfs of Nur

Belen Town and

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
and

PAGE 8EVEN

The

points East to San Francisco, Log Amgeies, El Paso and
Old Mexico. 1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
80- -

N.X2U

'

LEW

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and

out with broad

SANTA FE,

gravel.

" We need

a

bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood
first-clas-

s

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.

first-cla- si

Our prices of lots are low and terms on
easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
One-thir-

BELEN T0WNSITE

in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.

Two-thir-

Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

JOHN BECKEE, President.
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
1

The

Belen Town and Improvement Company
II-

EXTINCT VOLCANO
NEAR SANTA FE

WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN
For the Week Ending Monday,
gust 19, 1907.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The weather of the past week was
characterized by fewer clouds than
is usual at this season, warm, sultry
days, and a light, infrequent rainfall
that was much less than normal. Many
stations of the southeastern half of
the Territory reported no rainfall during the week. Some of the northern
and western stations had fairly good
showers on the 12th, 13th, 10th and
17th, but the distribution of the rain
fall was quite irregular and, on the
Au-

Can Be Reached in Drive of Few
Hours From City Hcrbf-r- t Cor-neTells How to Get Thre.
ll

Among the many interesting scenic
attractions in the vicinity of Santa Fe
is the txtinct volcano which is located about fifteen miles .west of the city.
The crater is one of the favorite
haunts of picnic parties.
Herbert W. Cornell made a trip recently to the crater and explored its
depths. He is of the opinion that it
would be visited more frequently by
tourists if they knew which route to
take to reach it. He tells of the road
to take and gives a description of the
crater as follows:
"To reach the crater, take the road
past Guadalupe Church to Agua Fria.
Iu the distance, almost in line with the
road, a prominent peak, the Tetilla,
will be noticed. North of it are two
insignificant peaks, and further north
still a well defined mesa, the latter
lying exactly west of Agua Fria. Still
north of this is a broken line of elevated land, and lying in a direction
about thirty degrees north of west
from Agua Fria the observer cannot
fail to notice a small but very abrupt
and prominent peak. It is upon the
southern slope of this peak that the
crater is situated.
"From Agua Fria the best route is
to cross the Rio Santa Fe opposite the
church and take the road which heads
northwest, slightly to the right of the
peak. Four miles from Agua Fria the
road from Cienega to San Ildefonso is
crossed. Akthis point the road forks,
both forks going northwest. The left
should be taken, and at another fork
a mile further, again the left should
be taken. Two miles further it is
necessary to leave the road, doing the

last mile on foot.
"It will be noticed as the peak is
approached that it has a companion
peak half a mile to the southwest,
with a smaller but prominent and
the disrocky peak between,
tance from the northern one. Walk
up the arroyo which leads most nearly
toward this middle peak. Near the top
of the arroyo about a hundred feet
to the right a number of rocks weathered Into fantastic shapes, somewhat
resembling wigwams, will be noticed.
Pass these and about one hundred
feet further leave the arroyo and
climb toward the northern peak. The
crater lies about two hundred feet
from the arroyo, the spot being
marked by a twisted pinon having the
three lower branches chopped. The
crater itself cannot be seen until one
is within a few feet, but it is easily
seen from the slope of the southern
one-thir-

peak.

d

,

"The mouth of the crater is oval In
outline, measuring about twenty-twby seventeen feet, with the longer
axis east and west. Its dimensions
at the bottom are about five feet less.
Its shape changes at a depth of about
tweHty feet to circular, and further
down again becomes oval, but with
the major axis in the opposite direction. Besides this twist, the sides are
rough ahd ridged, giving the appearance of a series of irregular shelves.
The whole is composed of black volo

whole, insufficient. A general rain is
badly needed.
The temperatures were abnormally
high during the week, particularly
during the latter part. Some of the
stations along the Southern Pacific, In
the southwestern part of the Territory, report temperatures above 100
degrees for nearly every flay. The
weather moderated very considerably
the last day of the week.
The following notes, selected from
the reports received this week, will
give the conditions more in detail:
Albert, Union Co. H. M. Hanson
The weather during the week was
very hot and dry, and there was little
Three days of the week
cloudiness.
had temperatures above 100 degrees.
The light sprinkle of the 15th was
highly beneficial but quite insufficient.
The highest temperature was 102 on
the 15th, the lowest CO on the 12th;
rainfall, 0.08 inch.
Bloomfiekl, San Juan Co. Fred Le
Clerc It was hot and sultry during
the first of the week, but the weather
moderated considerably, and it was
much more cloudy during the latter
part. There were frequent thunder-shower- s
in the vicinity but the rainfall here was Inappreciable. The highest temperature was 98; lowest, 55;
rainfall, trace.
Cambray, Luna Co. F. S. Case-Unus- ually
high temperatures prevailed
during the week, with but few clouds.
The highest temperature was 108 on
the 14th; lowest, 72 on the 12th and
13th; no rain.
Carlsbad, Eddy Co. Raymond De
Pue The weather has been very
warm but it has moderated somewhat
during the last three days. The highest temperature was 103; lowest, 62;
no rain.
Chama, Rio Arriba Co. Geo. Huth
The weather has been cloudy, with
good showers on the 13th and 14th.
The highest temperature was 8G; lowy
est, 45; rainfall, 0.80 inch.
Cloudcroft, Otero Co. John Hefker
The weather "has been cool and
pleasant, and somewhat cloudy but
with only a trace of precipitation. The
highest temperature was 78; lowest,
43.

Dulce, Rio Arriba Co. F. E. James
The weather has been generally
cloudy, with even temperatures. There
were two good showe-- s, on the 12th
and 13th. The highest temperature
was 90; lowest, 45; rainfall, 0.61 inch.
El Paso, Texas U. S. Weather Bu-

reauGenerally

clear

weather has

prevailed during the week, with high
but even temperature. The highest
temperature was 97 on 'the 16th; lowest, 70 on the 16th; rainfall, trace.
canic rock.
Folsom, Union Co. Jackssn Tabor
"The depth of the crater Is a hunThe weather has generally been hot
dred and thirty-eigh- t
feet, the bottom and dry. The showers of the 12th and
being dimly visible from above, and 16th seemed to do little good, and a
appearing flat. The shaft Is nearly general rain is badly needed. There
vertical, the southern side overhang- have been almost daily local thundering slightly. A stone dropped down storms to the north and south of the
takkes very nearly three seconds to station. The highest temperature was
reach the bottom."
84; lowest, 52; rainfall, 0.60 inch.
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same juices found in
a healthy stomach. It digests wLat
you eat. Sold by The Ireland

Adverse in the New Mexican.

Fort Bayard, Grant Co. Surgeon In
Charge There has been almost 100
per cent of sunshine altho we had
showers during the evenings of the
12th, 13th and 15th. The highest temperature was 95; lowest, 57; rainfall,
'
0.43 inch.
Fort Stanton, Lincoln Co. J. E.
Bergman The weather has been dry

and warm during the week. The highest temperature was 92; lowest, 52;
'
rainfall, 0.10 inch.
Fort Wingate, McKInley Co. Post
Surgeon The weather has been generally cloudy, with a trace of rain on
the 13th and 11th and a good rain on
the 17th, amounting to half an inch.
The highest temperature was 84; lowest, 50.
Frisco, Socorro Co. J. R. Milligan
The weather has been hot and generally dry. There have been showers in
the vicinity, but more rain is needed.
The highest temperature was 9G; lowest, 54 ; rainfall, trace.
Gage, Luna Co. E. J. Tilley
Partly cloudy weather, with high and
even temperatures, has prevailed during the week. The highest temperature was 96; lowest, 64; rainfall,
0.05 inch.
Lake Valley, Sierra Co. Wm. P.
Keil The weather continues warm
and showery, but the rainfall has been
very light. There have been heavy
thundershowers In the vicinity nearly
every evening. The total rainfall was
0.19 inch.
Las Vegas, San Miguel Co. Dr. William Curtiss Bailey There was considerable rain In the mountains during:
the week, but very little fell in the
valleys and on the plains. Mountain
streams are running full. The highest temperature was 93; lowest, 49;
rainfall, 0.04 inch.
Logan, Quay Co. W. W. Moore
The days have been clear and the
evenings inreaiening, uui uie unai
rainfall has been inappreciable. The
temperature gradually rose during
the week until it reached a maximum
of 101 on the 15th. The lowest temperature was 59 on the 12th.
Lordsburg, Grant Co. W. E. Moore
The weather has been warm and
sultry, with warm winds. The temperature reached 100 degrees on several days, and the lowest was 04.
There has been no rain.
Torrance Co. Mrs.
Mountainair,
John W. Corbett The weather has
been generally clear, with warm, even
temperatures. A good, general rain is
badly needed. The highest temperature was 93; lowest, 54; rainfall, 0.02
inch.
Rincon, Dona Ana Co. Chas. H.
Raitt The weather has been partly
cloudy but with no rain. The highest
temperature was 100; lowest, 62.
Rociada, San Miguel Co. John A.
Rudulph Since the heavy rain of the
11th, which was almost a cloudburst,
we have had fine weather. The highest temperature was 82; lowest, 43;
rainfall, 1.10 inches.
Rosedale, Socorro Co. W. H. Martin There have been several light
showers during the week, and a good
rain on the 12th.' The weather has
been somewhat cloudy. The highest
temperature was 83; lowest, 55; rainfall, 0.46 inch.
Santa Fe,' Santa Fe Co. U. S.
Weather Bureau. High, even temperature, with almost daily thunder-shower- s
in view but light rainfall at
the station, characterized the weather
of the past week. The temperature
averaged about 3 degrees a day above
the normal. The rainfall was light
and insufficient.
The highest temperature was 87 on the 16th, the highest of the season thus far; the lowest,
55 on the 19th; rainfall, 0.07 inch.
R. M. HARDINGE,
Section Director.
'",;'
.
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Roswell Automobile Co.

WANTS

Mail and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, X. M.,
daily,
FOR RENT Nice furnished room. with all Sunday included, connection
trains on the Rock Island and
Inquire 205 Palace Avenue.
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
FOR RENT Furnished room, close
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock
in. Apply, W. D. New Mexican.
Agents for the Buick Automobiles,
Machines for all p
FOR RENT Modern
brick
Two of the best known and bes
house. Good location. O. C. Watson
market Address all communication
& Co.
six-roo-

FOR SALE Slightly used piano,
down, $1 a week. Address this

$5
of-

fice.

WANTED Servant girl; no washing or ironing. Apply to Wagner
Furniture Company.
WANTED Girl to do general housework. Apply to Mrs. R. J. Baleu,
231 Palace avenue.
WANTED

Good

dining room girl at

Sisters' Sanitarium; American
ferred; must understand English.

J

pre-

SIGHTS OF SANTA FE

brief outline of Folnts of Interest
in and about t'ue City of Santa Fe.
A Guide for Tourists.)
(July, 1807.)
The Plaza. Under the care of the
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate
camped and set up the banner of
Spain in 1598. Here the Pueblos In
the uprising of 1680 burned the archives and historical records of the
Province. Here De Vargas halted in
triumph after taking the city from the
Pueblos in 1692. Here General Kearny
planted the Stars and Stripes in 1846.
Most oJ the thrilling historical and
gala events for the past three hundred years have centered here.
The Old Palace. Without doubt the
oldest governmental building in the
United States. Date of construction
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occupied as executive building by Governors under the Spanish, the Pueblo,
the Mexican and American regime.last
occupied as a residence by the present
Acting Governor James Wallace
Ceded by the Federal government to the Territory, the present
owner, but which has voted to recede
it to the Federal government as a
National Monument. It is at present
occupied by the postoffice, the Historical Society Museum, the Daughters of
the American Revolution and the Territorial Republican Central Committee.
The Historical Society Museum.
In Old Palace. Open free to visitors,
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on
weekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m, on Sundays.
Contains fine collection of New Mexico antiquities and the most complete
library of books relating to the history
of the Southwest to be found in' the
United States outside of the Congressional Library.
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace.
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of
New Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key
given to visitors at the postoffice.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza.
Erected by the Territory, Much critiDeWtt's Carbolized Witch Hazel cized because It refers to the ConfedSalve i?netrates the pores and heals erates as Rebels.
quickly. Sold by The Ireland PharLamy Fountain. In Plaza. Erected
macy.
by Woman's Board of Trade in memSHORT ORDER MEALS.
ory of the late Bishop Lamy, who insThe test short order meals are now troduced the orchard
industry at Santa
being served at the Bon Ton Restau- Fe and surroundings.
rant. The Best cooks and waiters are
The Kearny Monument. In Plaza.
'v
employed at this place,
Erected by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers don't
Masonic Bull ing and Hall. On
sicken or gripe. Small Pills, easy to south side of Plaza.
Oldest Masonic
take. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy. Lodge In the Southwest. Many interesting historic relics in lodge room.
Subscribe tor the Dally Net Mex- Kit Carson was a member of this
ican and get the tewa.
lodge.
(A

Ray-nold-

one of the best known and Best
urposes on the market.
t machines for all purposes on the
s and inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
Roswell,

New Mexic

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
--

WANTED

One hundred laborers to
sort ore; $1.75 per day; steady work.
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining
Company, San Pedro, N. M.

Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Running time between the two
points five hours, rmwls furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
advance.

All

TO-

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fare
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

f Rtsbfee

Stamps

WHEN YOU FIND YOUESELP WHITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WI LL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
PRICE-LIS- T

..15c
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
Stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over 5 inches long. . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction.
ETC.
DATES,
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
.35
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Wood
Rubber
and
1.50
Cut.
Signatures,
Stamp
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
2x3J,
25c; 2Jx4i, 35c; 316$,
156;
10c;
2x3$,
Ijx2,
50c; 4x7J, 75c.
One-lin- e

On-3-lin- e

One-lin-

one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

ch

Fa-Simi-
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SELF-INKIN-

G

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JTCfl PfEXICAJi PRIJiTIJIG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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Come and See the Big

1

AUGUST 20, 1907.

flew Stock of BATlj and TOILET SOAPS

SOAPS
You Will Then fyiow Why So

TPT
TT?
JmJZyjJELiJL

1

rr-inciTTT-

X JC2

ELi

BAS,

ULCEUS,

!

BUTCHERS

4.

Mt

Telephone No. 49.

MINERAL WATER.

1.45

85
Quarts
In California oil we are selling the
We have opened up a fresh shipment of Mineral Water, which we White Cross brand of guaranteed pure,
first pressing oil in glass and tin as
quote as follows:
$11.25
below:
Apollinaris, large, 35c; doz
2.00 Large bottles, each
$ .90
Apollinarls, small, 20c; doz
50
Medium bottles, each
A p e n t a, Hungarian Aperient
25
Small bottles, each
Water, large size, each, :!"c;
2.25 Half gallon tins, each
1.75
doz
Coyote Water, each, 15c; doz.... 1.C5
Soda Water, large, each, 15c; doz. 1.C5
BAYLE chili sauce.
Soda Water, small, each, 10c; doz. 1.00
The regular price of Bayle's Chili
NEW HONEY.
Sauce is 20c per bottle. For the present we can sell this delicious condiLas Cruees new alfalfa Honey Is ment at
12V&C
now on sale, very white and well filled,
20c
FERNDELL PRESERVES.
per frame

goods are pure fruit and
granulated sugar, nothing else. Fruit
Las Cruces Cantaloupes, the best is higher. Our price on these goods
that come to this market, are in good is the same.
$ .40
supply; each, 10 to 15 per crate. . $4.50
jars, any kind

""'""rTpe

These

half-doze-

MEDIUM

New shipment of ripe Olives. We
d
sell as follows; ripe Olives are
Olive Oil and therefore very
healthful and nutritious.
$1.25
Gallon cans, medium fruit
25
Pint cans, medium fruit
1.75
Gallon cans, large fruit
40
Pint cans, large fruit
15
Trial size, large fruit

2.25

jars

n

olives.

PRICE PRESERVES.

one-thir-

We have a line of pure fruit Preserves in tin at 12c per can. These
are composed of CO per cent fruit, 25
per cent sugar and 15 per cent apple
juice. These are really very superior
value for the money.
SOUP.

.

olive oil.

Libbey, McNeil & Libbey are putting out a very superior article In
one-lb- .
cans of concentrated Soups.
Enough in each can for six portions.
$ .25
Two cans for
1.25
Per dozen cans

We have the two best things in
Olive Oil that the world affords. In
imported oil we offer Tomaso Moro
genuine Italian oil in cans as follows:
$2.75
Callous .".

COAL g WOOD
$8.75
Genuine Cerrilloa lump ton $6,001 Anthracite furnace, ton
Monero lump
$.75) Sawed wood, per 1,00 lbs.. $3.00
$3.50
wood, per cord
$.50 Four-foo- t
Raton lump
Anthracite mixed, per ton. .$8.75
'

coal yard.

C-A-IFIT-L

UJTF1CB;

Oora.ld Av., Nwr

A.. T.

4

S. F. Depot.

'Phon.No.

85.

DUDR0W & MONTENIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS
All Kinds of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
WILL BE BUILT

from Page Four)

Las Vegas Man Says $50,000 Have Al,
Cerril-losready Been Pledged for Proposed
Dr. F. Palmer, physician of
Line to Mora.
was among the arrivals today in
the Capital.
George A. Fleming, secretary of the
Antonio Otero y Chaves, of White
Oaks, Lincoln County, left for his Commercial Club of East Las Vegas,
southern home this afternoon, after who has spent several days In the
a week's visit in the Capital.
city on husiness, left today for Rosof the.
W. S. Strickler, vice president and well to attend the sessions
Tmmlo-rciInn MrMrtVi
will
TY111
V
cashier of the Bank of Commerce at "nill'qll ff
1111,11
Ubiuu
Albuquerque, left 'the Duke City yes- meet there tomorrow, he toeing a memterday on a combined business- and ber of the same.
Mr. Fleming feels much elated over
pleasure trip to California.
George W. Mays, of Colorado the progress that is being made in
Springs, Colorado, is 'in 'the city the Meadow City towards the subspending a two weeks' vacation. Mr. scription to the fund necessary for
Mays Is connected with an undertak- the construction of the proposed elecing establishment at Colorado 'Springs. tric railway from Las Vegas to Mora,
and eventually to Taos. The distance
Mr. and Mrs. A. D, Renehan left this
to Mora is about
for Roswell, where Mr. from eLas Vegas
afternoon
thirty-fivmiles,
will
of
Renehan
attend the meeting
Business men of the 'Meadow City
the Bar Association of New Mexico totaken active hold and so far
have
morrow, lie is president of the as
subscriptions to the amount of $50,-00sociation.
have been made, these subscripMisses Lois L. Hoyt and Esther 13.
Busitions
'being deemed
Hoyt, teachers at the Indian day ness men
both
and
owners,
property
school in San Ildefonso, were arrivals
last evening in Santa Fe, returning to cf East Las Vegas and Las Vegas,
matter
their duties after spending their sum are acting unitedly in this
and this it 'is believed will get them
mer vacation In the East.
together and straighten out the difH. A. Hart arrived in the city last
ferences which have heretofore existevening from Willard on a brief visit ed between the two towns.
Otherhis mother, Mrs. W. H. Warner,
Mr. Fleming says, the Meadow
wise,
manager of the local office of the Pos- - City is
getting on nicely.
Telegraph Company.
,r, Hart is
Several firms which have
perintendent of construction for the land on the mesa and havepurchased
put in
telephone system that will be installed
on the tracts purthis
year
crops
Willard.
chased, from five to eight miles from
George H. Webster, Jr., manager of the town, have already harvested
Stanley McCormick's Interests in New good crops of wheat and oats, which
Mexico, was an arrival last night in demonstrates that dry farming east
the Capital. He came here for the of Las
Vegas may be made a success
purpose of consulting with Territorial These crops have been growing withEngineer V. L. Sullivan
regarding out the aid of an excessive rainfall,
the appropriation of water for Irriga- as in the sections where these lands
tion purposes in Colfax County where are located the rainfall so far has
the millionaire harvester manufactur- been little less than normal. This is
er has large ranch properties.
taken as a very encouraging sign.
Special Assistant Attorney General
Ormstiy McHarg, who has been at
Oyster Bay and Washington consult SANTA FE NIMRODS
ing with President Roosevelt and At
BACK FROM TRIP
torney General Bonaparte regarding
the investigations now in progress in Spend Two Weeks Angling for MounNew Mexico is expected to return to
tain Trout Along Rio Pueblo and
He has stopped
this city Thursday.
Catch Big String.
at Detroit, Michigan, for a visit of a
few days to his wife.
Adolph J. Fischer, Frank P. Sturm's, John Dendahl, Clay Patterson,
Thomas Conroy and Charles Belnert,
the latter being a resident of Wagon
(Continued from Page Five.)
Mound, returned last evening after a
two weeks' fishing trip on the Rio
At Albuciuerciue yesterday the house
Pueblo in Taos County. They brought
hold effects of W. H. Greer were sold
with them several hundred
back
at auction to satisfy a judgment of
of mountain trout which they
pounds
the State National Bank against Mr. distributed
among their friends. They
Greer and I). B. K. Sellers, and were
that
the
say
speckled beauties abound
for
purchased by T. N. Wilkerson
hi the stream where they were fishing
125.
and were biting with a frequency to
Mrs. Jose Gutierrez died this morn
please even the most fastidious dising at her home on Agua Fria street. ciple of Isaak Walton.
She had been in declining health for
The trip was made overland in two
some time and her death was not unwagons,
carrying provisions and camp
expected. She Is survived by her husequipage,
having two drivers and a
band, but there are no children. She cook. The
outing proved so enjoyable
was between sixty-fiv- e
and seventy
the members of the party were
that
years of age.
loath to leave when the time for
breaking camp and returning to the
RAILROAD MANAGERS
strenuous life came.;
CONFER WITH TRAINMEN.
The camping place of the party
was named "Camp Curry" and it was
Denver, Aug. 20. The executive dedicated on the
day of the
managers of all western railroads in- tion of the new Governor Inauguraof New
closed in the two cent differential
Mexico.
question met here today in conference
with the committeemen of the BrothTRAIN REPORT.
erhood of Railway Trainmen.
It is
expected a final decision will be
Train report at 3 p. m.: Santa Fe
reached at this meeting on the question of granting the switchmen of the and Denver and Rio Grande trains on
western roads the advance of twen- time. Santa Fe Central reported forty minutes late. .
ty cents a day which they ask.
t
3

Half-gallon- s

CRUCES CANTALOUPES.

Personal Mention.
(Continued

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
Street.
N. 350 Sail SPrsmciac
No.
MarkeH
Grocery Telephone

Picture Framing
Day Phone 35

01. DHOW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

gilt-edge-
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Minor City Topics

LORETTO ACADEMY
Santa Fe, N. M.

1

ANYTHING

V.

0

Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

IT DOESN'T COST

any People Buy Their Soaps of Us

UPFIC1AL MATTERS.

NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY
AND STATE'S RIGHTS

Notary Public Appointed.
of Roswell, Chaves
County, was today appointed a notary
public 'by Governor Curry.
New Member of Board of Regents
Military Institute.
Today Governor Curry accepted the
resignation of Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, as a member of the Board of Regents of the New Mexico Military Institute In the flourishing Pecos Valley
City and appointed J. Phelps White,
of Roswell, to fill the vacancy. Mr,
White's commission was made out today.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
White Sands Company,
Principal
place of 'buslnes in New Mexico at
TerriAlamogordo, Otero
County.
torial agent, H. H. Kellogg, at Alamogordo. Capital stock $1,000,000, divided into ten thousand shares of the
par value of $100 each, amount actually issued $G25,000. Object, manufacture of building materials. Period of
years. The corexistence, twenty-fiv- e
poration was organized originally In
Arizona. The board of directors are
J. F. Milner, of Alamogordo, president; Charles Meyer, of La Luz, vice
president; H. H. Major, of AlamogorT. L.
do, secretary and treasurer;
Hartfield and O. F. Pealer, of Los
Angeles, California.
Postoffices Established.
Postoffices have been established at
Amistad, Union County, to be served
from iNaravisa, 25 miles to the south,
Edward E. Kelsey, postmaster; Field,
Quay County, to 'be served from Melrose, 18 miles to the south, Emma J.
Callaway, postmaster; Kemp, Bernalillo County, to be served from Albuquerque, 21 miles to the southwest,
Dina Kemp, postmaster.

(Continued From Page One.)

L. E. Mass,

PRIESTS
ATTEND RETREAT

FORTY-FIV- E

Being Held

College

This Week at St. Michael's
New York Clergyman
Officiating.

e
Catholic priests from all
Mexico are In attendof
New
parts
ance at the annual ecclesiastical retreat of the diocese of Santa Fe,
which began in this city last evening
at St. Michael's College. Every Catholic parish in the Territory Is represented with possibly a few exceptions.
A New York priest is officiating at the
retreat which will continue until

Forty-fiv-

v

-

MARKET REPORT.

WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY. .

You

INDIAN

calves $5.257.50;
and feeders $2.504.85.
1.40;

stackers

iReceipts

12,000,

ti

Telephone 94.

5-a

ih- -

IS

H

3

m

i

J

DR.

Cor. Water St.

8

San Francisco Street.
3,

1907.

...

DIAZ

8ANTA

8

OPENS, 8EPTEMBER

L

THE CLUB.

.1:157 mr'r
IX

THE CURIO WAN.
301-30-

DANCE.

For sick folks. Your attention is
called to the fact that our whiskey
is bought in bond and purity is absolutely guaranteed.

Can't Miss the Place

the Old Mexican Cart.

TO

Frank Williams, one of the propriestrong to tors of the Valley Ranch resort on
10 cents higher; western $3..255.70;
the upper Pecos, and a party of sumyearlings $5.506.3O; lambs $5.25
mer sojourners there are exDected to
7.40; western $5.257.50.
arrive in the city this evening, com
City, Aug. 20. CattleRe ing to attend the
fortnightly dance of
ceipts 11,000, including 2,000 southern, the Capital City Club. Mr. Williams
steady; southern steers $3.254.60; sent a telegram from Glorleta yestersouthern cows $23.35; stockers and day
requesting that six rooms be refeeders $3.2505.50; bulls $2.253.G5; served for himself and
guests at the
calves $3.50G; western steers $4
Hotel Claire.
5.80; western cows $2.504.
Sheep (Receipts 6,000, steady; mut
The New Mexican Printing Comtons $55.75; lambs $6.50Y; range
wethers $5G.10; fed ewes $4.255.30. pany has the largest, most modern
St. Louis, Aug. 20. Wool steady, and best arranged book bindery in the
3outhwest Tu best kind of work
Territory and western mediums 20
turned out. Prices very low am1
only
20. Pine medium 1924. Fine 1820,
satisfaction guaranteed. If you hav
books to bind, whether the largest
Advertise in the New Mexican.
ledger or journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company is anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.
Sheep

J. S. CANDELARI0,
Look for

--

"A SPECIAL

f
WHICH THE GENUINE
CURIOS COME.

e

Try a New Mexican Want Ad.

INDIAN

THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM
AND MEXICAN

g

LIVE STOCK
Chicago, Aug. 20. Cattle about 500, PECOS SOJOURNERS
steady; beeves $4.307.30; cows $1.30
COMING

The Biggeet Curio tore la the Veet
AND

railway employes should be employed.
The law is a good one; but if In practice it proves necessary to strengthen it, It must be strengthened. We
have now secured a national employers' liability law; but ultimately a
more
and thorough-goinlaw must be passed. It is monstrous
that a man or woman who Is crippled
In an industry, even as the result of
taking what are the necessary risks
of the occupation, should be required
to bear the whole burden of the loss.
The burden should be distributed and
not placed solely upon the weakest In
dividual, the one least able to carry
it. By making the employer liable the
loss will ultimately be distributed
among all the beneficiaries of the busi
ness.
State and Nation Should Join In War
Against Tuberculosis.
"I. also hope that there will be leg
islation increasing the power of the
national government to deal with certain matters concerning the health of
our people everywhere; the Federal
authorities, for Instance, should join
with all the State authorities in war
ring against the dreadful scourge of
tuberculosis.
Your own state government, here in Massachusetts, deserves
high praise for the action it has taken
In these public health matters during
the last few years; and in this, as In
some other matters, I hope to see the
national government stand abreast of
the foremost-statgovernment.
"But while we can accomplish something by legislation, legislation can
never be more than a part, and often
no more than a small part, in the general scheme of moral progress; and'
crude or vindictive legislation may at
any time bring such progress to a halt.
Certain socialistic leaders propose to
redistribute the world's goods by refusing to thrift and energy and industry their proper superiority over folly
and Idleness and sullen envy. Such
legislation would merely, In the words
of the .president of Columbia University, 'wreck the world's efficiency,
for the purpose of redistributing the
world's discontent.' We should all of
us work heart and soul for the real
and permanent betterment which will
lift our democratic civilization to a
higher level of safety and usefulness.
Such betterment can come only by the
slow, steady growth of the spirit
which metes a generous, but not a sentimental, justice to each man on his
merits as a man, and wWch recog-- '
nlzes the fact that the highest and
deepest, happiness for the Individual
lies not In selfishness but In service."
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TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

MEXICAN
BARGAIN

ers employed by those corporations.
Action was taken by the Congress last
year limiting the number of hours that

jj
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SANlTJtRIUMj
nd Oaspar Ayr
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NEW MEX.tfO

MODERN APPLIANCES FOR
TREATMENT OF 8URQICAL S
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC.
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT.
TRAINED NURSES.

Tubercular Patients

No

ultted.
APPLY FOR TERMS,

ad- -
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